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Abstract. Several intrinsic topological ways to encode connections on vector bundles
on smooth complex algebraic curves will be described. In particular the notion of Stokes
decompositions will be formalised, as a convenient intermediate category between the
Stokes filtrations and the Stokes local systems/wild monodromy representations. The
main result establishes a new simple characterisation of the Stokes decompositions.
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2 PHILIP BOALCH
“The subject ought to be one of pure mathematics, for it is
in honour of ABEL, and most of my work refers to
applications of mathematics. There is one thing I thought
might perhaps do.... The subject is the discontinuity of
arbitrary constants that appear as multipliers of
semi-convergent series...”
G.G. Stokes, Cambridge, 23/4/1902
1. Introduction
Systems of meromorphic linear differential equations on the complex plane have been
studied for centuries, and, more generally, algebraic connections on vector bundles on
smooth complex curves are extremely basic objects.
The Riemann–Hilbert correspondence [26, 37] says that the special class of connections
with regular singularities (moderate growth/Fuchsian type) are classified by their local
system of solutions, i.e. by their monodromy representations. If one sets this up carefully
(as in [26]) it is an equivalence of categories—this might sound exotic but it really is just
a very convenient way to express precisely the fact that the topological data (the local
system/fundamental group representation) encodes the algebraic differential equations.
In particular it implies the more familiar fact that two connections are isomorphic if and
only if their monodromy representations are conjugate.
For more general connections, those with irregular singularities, the situation is unfor-
tunately much less widely understood in the mathematics community. The basic question
is to describe the data that one needs to add to the local system to encode such connec-
tions. The fact of the matter is that this can indeed be done, and there are several
different approaches, all of which are equivalent, but not in a trivial way. A basic diffi-
culty is to recognise the intrinsic geometric structures that appear—one needs to be able
to see through the explicit coordinate dependent computations prevalent (and essential)
in the development of the subject. In the regular singular case this was done a long time
ago and underlies the definition of the fundamental group and the notion of local system
(locally constant sheaf of complex vector spaces).
The main aim of this article is to write down the axioms to define a new intrinsic
topological approach, the Stokes decompositions (building on ideas of Ramis and Deligne),
and to establish a new simple characterisation of them (building on an idea of Malgrange).
The reader will see that the situation is somewhat analogous to Hodge structures, which
may be described equivalently in terms of the Hodge filtration or the Hodge decomposition.
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The rest of this introduction will give a sketch, deferring full definitions to later sections.
Some of the recent motivating questions (construction of wild character varieties, the
nonlinear local systems that they form, the relative Riemann–Hilbert–Birkhoff maps and
the TQFT approach to meromorphic connections) are reviewed in [9, 14].
One completely general approach involves adding filtrations (flags indexed by certain
ordered sets) on sectors at each pole, the Stokes filtrations. The exact types of filtrations
that occur can be axiomatised yielding an equivalence of categories [25, 41], generalising
the Riemann–Hilbert correspondence. The filtrations encode the exponential growth rates
of solutions as one goes towards a pole. A consequence of this is that there is a canonically
defined (continuous) graded local system on a small punctured disk around each pole: the
associated graded of the Stokes filtrations. This is an intrinsic way to describe the formal
classification (of Hukuhara–Turrittin–Levelt): for example two connections germs are
formally isomorphic (over C((z))) if and only if their graded local systems are isomorphic.
The revolutionary idea of Stokes [53] was that it is sometimes better to start at infinity,
at the pole, and work from there towards the interior of the curve. He used this idea to
give a spectacular computation of the position of the fringes of rainbows (the zeros of the
Airy function) far more efficiently than summing the Taylor series at zero. Mathematically
a key idea appearing here is that:
a) the connection canonically determines a finite number of “singular directions” at
each pole, and
b) the choice of any formal solution of the connection at a pole uniquely determines a
preferred actual solution, on any sector at the pole not containing a singular direction.
Stokes only worked this out in a few examples (related to the Airy and Bessel equa-
tions), but the idea is correct and is now a general theorem (multisummation of formal
solutions of linear differential equations [2]). It also holds more generally in many non-
linear situations when one does a formal simplification [31, 43].
The import of this to the problem of describing the category of connections topologi-
cally, is the following:
(1)
Away from the singular directions there is a preferred/canonical way to glue
the graded local system to the local system of solutions of the connection.
In particular in these sectors there is a preferred grading, the Stokes grading or Stokes
decomposition (not just a filtration) of the local system of solutions. One can axiomatise
the gradings that occur and their possible discontinuities across the singular directions,
and again prove an equivalence, between connections and Stokes graded local systems.
The Stokes gradings split the Stokes filtrations wherever they are both defined, and
this actually characterises them:
Theorem 1. For any Stokes filtered local system there is a unique Stokes graded local
system, such that the gradings split the filtrations wherever both are defined.
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On the other hand one can axiomatise the local systems that occur when the graded
local system is actually glued to the local system of solutions. One way to formalise this is
to boldly puncture the underlying curve Σ◦ near each singular direction at each singular
point, to yield a new curve Σ˜ ⊂ Σ◦. The idea underlying these tangential punctures is
already in Stokes’ paper—see §A.4 for more on this. The Stokes gluing (1) then yields a
local system on Σ˜, the Stokes local system [16, 22], equal to the graded local system on a
halo (small punctured disk) near each pole, and to the local system of solutions away from
the halos. The Stokes local systems can be axiomatised and again one gets an equivalence
of categories (it is very close to the category of Stokes graded local systems).
Thus in summary this gives three topological descriptions of the category of connec-
tions: as Stokes filtered local systems, Stokes graded local systems or as Stokes local
systems. Combined, they give a multi-faceted answer to the question “What is a Stokes
structure?”, much as a Hodge structure has two different descriptions.
In turn these three approaches give three different approaches to the wild character
varieties: just as moduli spaces of local systems form an interesting class of varieties
(the character varieties), moduli spaces of Stokes local systems form the wild character
varieties. Due to the three descriptions, each wild character variety solves three different
moduli problems: it is also a moduli space of Stokes filtered local systems, and a moduli
space of Stokes graded local systems (cf. e.g. the examples in [49, 21]).
This is very useful in practice since the description in terms of Stokes local systems
yields an explicit presentation of the wild character variety as a quotient
(2) HomS(Π, G)/H, Π = Π1(Σ˜, β)
of an affine variety HomS(Π, G) (the space of Stokes representations, or wild monodromy
representations), by a reductive group H. This enables the use of standard geometric
invariant theory to construct the wild character variety algebraically [11, 16, 22]. The
possibility of such a presentation is not evident if one starts from the Stokes filtration
viewpoint. It is a direct generalisation of the standard presentation of the (tame) character
variety in the form
(3) Hom(pi1(Σ
◦, b), G)/G.
A major preoccupation has been to generalise geometric properties of the spaces (3) to
the spaces (2), such as: 1) symplectic/Poisson structures [32, 54, 8, 9, 11, 16, 22] (the
spaces (2) have algebraic Poisson structures with symplectic leaves given by fixing the
isomorphism classes of the graded local systems at each pole), 2) hyperka¨hler metrics
and special Lagrangian fibrations [5, 48] (sufficiently generic symplectic leaves are com-
plete hyperka¨hler manifolds, becoming meromorphic Hitchin systems in special complex
structures), and 3) wild mapping class group actions [40, 10, 16] (upon deforming the
underlying wild Riemann surface the spaces (2) form a local system of Poisson varieties,
and the monodromy of this is the wild mapping class group action on (2)).
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1.1. Summary of main result. In brief the logic of the main result is as follows.
1) The Stokes graded local systems involve adding gradings to a local system on sectors
at each puncture. This involves data n, I,Θ,A,≺d where:
• n is the rank of the local systems,
• I is a finite covering of the circle of directions at each pole (used to index the gradings),
• Θ an integer for each component of I (the dimensions of the graded pieces),
• A is a finite set of directions at each puncture, where the gradings may jump,
• ≺d (the Stokes arrows) is a partial order of Id for each d ∈ A that will be used to control
the possible relative positions of the gradings across each direction in A.
2) Similarly the Stokes filtered local systems involve adding filtrations on sectors at
each puncture. This involves data n, I,Θ,S, <d where n, I,Θ are as above and:
• S is a finite set of directions at each puncture, where the filtrations may jump,
• <d (the exponential dominance orderings) is a total order of Id for each direction d 6∈ S
(continuous provided d does not cross S). They will be used to index the filtrations and
to control the possible relative positions of the filtrations across each direction in S.
3) The notion of irregular class will be recalled in §5. The key point is that it canonically
determines both types of data: (n, I,Θ,A,≺d) and (n, I,Θ,S, <d). (Also any algebraic
connection on the curve canonically determines an irregular class at each puncture.) Thus
one can consider Stokes graded local systems and Stokes filtered local systems with the
given irregular class. The main result then says that for each Stokes filtered local system
of type (n, I,Θ,S, <d), there is a unique Stokes grading of type (n, I,Θ,A,≺d) (on the
same underlying local system) that splits the Stokes filtration wherever both are defined.
This result is simple in the rank two cases studied classically (second order equations):
the Stokes filtrations are then given by a line (the subdominant solutions) in a rank two
local system, and across S such lines are transverse and make up the Stokes grading (see
[21] for a recent exposition—as shown there even in such examples the resulting different
descriptions of the wild character variety are interesting, for example relating the Euler
continuant polynomials to the multiratio of tuples of points on the Riemann sphere).
1.2. Further background/other approaches. The history is long and complicated
and would require a book to put it all in its proper context. Note that most authors work
entirely in one point of view. Nonetheless here is a brief attempt to better document
the various discoveries leading to the wonderful fact that the category of connections on
smooth curves has a precise topological description (or more precisely, several). Cf. also
[47, 55, 29] and references therein.
1) Similar presentations to (2) were first found by Birkhoff [6, 7] for generic connections
of any rank. This work really started the subject of constructing invariants of irregular
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connections. It was extended from the generic case to the general case in [36, 4], using
[51]. Their approach also involves preferred bases on sectors. It is similar but not quite
the same as the Stokes approach used here. An intrinsic form of their results will be
discussed in a sequel to the present paper. Whereas Stokes filtrations arise as one goes
towards a pole, and Stokes gradings arise if one starts at a pole, Birkhoff analysed what
happens when one goes around a pole.
2) The Malgrange–Sibuya cohomological approach [39, 50] (cf. [1, 38]) looks to have
been the first general classification of germs of marked connections, and so it traditionally
acts as a hub to pass between different viewpoints (or as solid ground on which to establish
other viewpoints). The term Stokes structure first appeared in [50]. As emphasised above,
the message of [25, 41] is that it is sometimes better to think in terms of filtrations (early
examples of which are the subdominant solutions in [49]), and the message of [53] (and
[6, 43, 38]) is that it is sometimes better to think in terms of gradings, or wild monodromy.
3) The Stokes approach goes back to Stokes’ paper [53]. Its extension to generic
connections of arbitrary rank is essentially the story explained in [3] (this is similar to [6, 7],
but solved the Birkhoff wall-crossing problem, of central importance in isomonodromy).
It appears in many works on isomonodromy and the Painleve´ equations such as [35, 9, 33].
The general case appears (in slightly different forms) in Martinet–Ramis [43] and Loday-
Richaud [38] (and the links to work of Ecalle and others on multisummation are explained
there—pioneering work of E.Borel, Watson and Dingle underlies this approach). These
provided much inspiration and the main result above (Thm. 1) resulted from trying
to understand intrinsically the main theorem of [38] (describing the Malgrange–Sibuya
non-abelian cohomology space in terms of Stokes groups).
1.3. Generalisations. Some extensions to be discussed in detail elsewhere are as follows.
1) In modern applications of these results, such as isomonodromy/wall-crossing or 2d
gauge theory (wild non-abelian Hodge theory on curves), a slightly bigger category than
the category of connections on curves is used, involving particular extensions across the
punctures (and compatible parabolic structures/filtrations, cf. [5, 15, 20]). Topologically
this involves upgrading each graded piece of the graded local system to be R-filtered. This
was understood in the tame case in [52] (R-filtered local systems) and is not essentially
different in the wild case (R-filtered Stokes local systems), once one understands how
to superpose the tame story on the wild story. The bijective Riemann–Hilbert–Birkhoff
correspondence of [9] Cor. 4.9 is an example of this.
2) The work [10, 11, 13, 16, 22] involves the extension of Stokes data to the case of con-
nections on principal G-bundles for other algebraic groups beyond GLn(C), mainly from
the viewpoint of Stokes local systems. It requires some familiarity with root systems/Lie
theory. The original aim was to write the present article at that level of generality but
the simple uniqueness statement of Thm. 1 did not seem to be known even for GLn(C),
so a separate (simpler) presentation of this case seemed justified.
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3) Of course having a clear picture of how the linear case works, suggests how to phrase
the nonlinear Stokes phenomenon (this is already remarked in [43]). More pointedly the
version for general principal G-bundles suggests directly how the nonlinear case should
work, since it amounts to replacing G by an automorphism group of a variety. One of the
main points of [22] was to understand the definition of I-graded G-local systems, as an
action of a certain local system T of infinite dimensional tori (its fibres are isomorphic to
the exponential torus of [43]). Thus in the nonlinear case a Stokes graded local system will
involve a nonlinear local system V with a preferred locally constant torus action in sectors
at infinity. Generically one would expect this torus to have dense orbits, so the fibres of
V on sectors will have dense tori in them. For the local systems formed by the wild
character varieties (cf. [9, 16]), one expects to be able to write down these tori explicitly,
analogously to the well known explicit description of the (tame) nonlinear monodromy
(this question was raised in [44]). In some examples such tori are evident by combining
the complex WKB viewpoint [56] and the TQFT approach to meromorphic connections
(initiated in [9, 11] and completed in [13, 16, 22]): Each generic Stokes graph ([56] p.271)
corresponds to dividing the surface into pieces, and approximating the connection by the
Airy equation in each piece. Translating to the TQFT approach, this amounts to fusing
together several copies of the fission space B corresponding to the Airy equation. But the
fission space of the Airy equation is just a copy of C∗, and fusion means taking the product
of such spaces, yielding a torus (C∗)n (see the end of [18] for the pictures explaining this).
1.4. Layout of the article. To orient the reader, §2 gives a short (one page) summary
of the data canonically attached to a connection that is going to be studied here. The
subsequent sections then recall basic notions, related to linear algebra §3 (gradings, fil-
trations, splittings, relative position) and to local systems/covers §4. Next §5 recalls the
notion of an irregular class (in the general linear case) and the resulting notion of irregular
curve/wild Riemann surface (i.e. a curve with some marked points, each equipped with
an irregular class). The core of the article consists of §§6,7,8 that define Stokes filtered
local systems, Stokes graded local systems and Stokes local systems, respectively. Some
basic properties are then established leading up to the proof of Thm. 1 in §12. Next §13
reviews the implications of this for the wild character varieties, and explains the resulting
notion of wild nonabelian periods/wild Wilson loops. For completeness Apx. A sum-
marises the analytic results (presented as black boxes) needed to attach such topological
data to a connection. In the final section some of the basic ideas used by Stokes to get to
this picture are sketched.
Note that the word “Stokes” will often be used to indicate possible discontinuity:
whereas a graded local system is continuous, the graded pieces of a “Stokes graded lo-
cal system” may have discontinuities at the singular directions, and similarly the filtered
pieces of a “Stokes filtered local system” may have discontinuities at the oscillating di-
rections. This is in the spirit of [53]. (On the other hand a Stokes local system has
no discontinuities, although it lives on the surface obtained by removing the tangential
punctures and is only graded in the halos.)
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2. Summary of some data canonically determined by a connection
Let Σ be a smooth compact complex algebraic curve, a ⊂ Σ a finite subset, and
Σ◦ = Σ \ a. Let pi : Σ̂ → Σ be the real oriented blow up of Σ at a and let ∂ = pi−1(a).
Thus ∂ =
⋃
a∈a ∂a is a collection of circles, and a point d ∈ ∂a is a real oriented direction
in the tangent space TaΣ at a ∈ a ⊂ Σ. There is a canonically defined covering space
I → ∂, the exponential local system (see §5.1 below).
Suppose (E,∇) is a connection on an algebraic vector bundle on Σ◦. Then the following
data are canonically defined:
1) The local system V = Ker(∇an) of analytic solutions. It is a locally constant sheaf
of finite dimensional complex vector spaces on Σ◦, and we extend it to Σ̂ in the obvious
way.
2) An irregular class Θ : I → N. This will be recalled in detail below—in brief
it amounts to choosing the exponential factors plus their multiplicities at each marked
point. The exponential factors will be viewed as a finite covering space I → ∂.
3) The singular directions A ⊂ ∂ and the Stokes (oscillating) directions S ⊂ ∂. They
are both finite sets.
4) A total ordering of the finite set Id (the fibre of I → ∂ at d) for any non-oscillating
direction d ∈ ∂ \ S. This is the natural dominance ordering of the exponential factors.
5) For any d ∈ ∂ \ S, a filtration of Vd by the finite set Id, the Stokes filtrations.
6) For any d ∈ ∂ \A, a grading of Vd by the finite set Id, the Stokes decompositions or
Stokes gradings.
7) An I-graded local system V 0 → ∂ of the same rank as V , the formal local system
(beware it is not a grading of V ).
8) For any d ∈ ∂ \ A, a linear isomorphism Φ : V 0d → Vd, the gluing maps.
9) For any d ∈ A, two unipotent automorphisms: gd ∈ GL(Vd), the wild monodromy
automorphism, and Sd ∈ GL(V 0d ) the Stokes automorphism.
10) A local system V → Σ˜, the Stokes local system, where Σ˜ ⊂ Σ̂ is the auxiliary
surface obtained by removing a tangential puncture e(d) ∈ Σ◦ near each d ∈ A.
These data have lots of properties not mentioned here and are not independent (in
particular the wild monodromy and the Stokes automorphism are essentially the same
thing). Various subsets of these data can be (and have been) precisely axiomatised to
encode the category of connections. Our basic aim is to describe this story and the
relations between these data. Note this list is not comprehensive (although any other
data will be a function of the data here)—the sequel will discuss the Birkhoff gradings.
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3. Linear algebra
3.1. Gradings. Let V be a finite dimensional complex vector space and let I be a set.
A grading Γ of V by I is the choice of a subspace Γi = Γ(i) ⊂ V for each i ∈ I so that
there is a direct sum decomposition
V =
⊕
i∈I
Γ(i).
Some of the Γ(i) are allowed to be the zero subspace, so I could be much bigger than the
dimension of V . An I-graded vector space is a pair (V,Γ).
The multiplicity (or dimension vector) of a grading is the element Θ ∈ NI with com-
ponents Θ(i) = dim(Γi). In other words it is the map Θ : I → N; i 7→ dim(Γi). Given
(V,Γ) an index i ∈ I is active if Γi is nonzero, i.e. Θ(i) 6= 0.
Let Aut(V,Γ) ⊂ Aut(V ) = GL(V ) denote the group of graded automorphisms, i.e.
g ∈ GL(V ) such that g(Γi) = Γi for all i ∈ I.
A grading is full or toral if dim(Γi) ≤ 1 for all i, so that Aut(V,Γ) is a torus. A basis
{ei} of V determines a full grading by taking Γi to be the line Cei ⊂ V . Conversely a full
grading determines a basis up to the action of a torus (the choice of a basis of each one
dimensional subspace Γi).
Sometimes (if V just has one grading) the graded pieces will be written V (i) = Vi = Γi.
Then V is said to be an I-graded vector space, and GrAut(V ) ⊂ GL(V ) will denote the
group of graded automorphisms.
3.2. Filtrations. Now suppose the set I is given a total ordering ≤. An I-filtered vector
space is a pair (V, F ) where V is a complex vector space and F is a filtration of V indexed
by I, i.e. a collection of subspaces Fi ⊂ V for each i ∈ I such that if i ≤ j then Fi ⊂ Fj.
We will sometimes write F (< i) =
∑
j<i Fj, and F (i) = Fi. Here j < i means that
j ≤ i and j 6= i (with this understood the order is determined equivalently by the binary
relation < or ≤). A map between I-filtered vector spaces (V, F ), (W,G) is a linear map
ϕ : V → W such that ϕ(Fi) ⊂ Gi for all i ∈ I.
The associated graded vector space of (V, F ) is the I-graded vector space with graded
pieces Gri(V, F ) := F (i)/F (<i), i.e. it is the external direct sum
Gr(V, F ) :=
⊕
I
Gri(V, F ), Gri(V, F ) := F (i)/F (<i).
A map ϕ : (V, F )→ (W,G) of I-filtered vector spaces induces a map Gr(ϕ) : Gr(V, F )→
Gr(W,G) of graded vector spaces. By definition the multiplicity (or dimension vector)
Θ : I → N of a filtered vector space is that of its associated graded. Thus given (V, F )
then i ∈ I will be said to be active if Gri(F ) is nonzero.
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Recall that a flag (of subspaces of V ) is a nested collection of distinct subspaces 0 =
V0 ⊂ V1 ⊂ V2 ⊂ · · ·Vk−1 ⊂ Vk = V for some k. It is full if dim(Vi) = i. Thus an
I-filtration consists of the choice of a flag plus the choice of a labelling of the subspaces
by elements of I. If the dimension vector (and the ordering of I) is fixed then there is
unique labelling, so choosing a filtration with a given dimension vector is the same as
choosing a flag (with the subspaces of the right dimensions).
Since I is ordered, an I-grading Γ of V determines a filtration F = F(Γ,≤) of V
defined by:
Fi :=
⊕
k≤i
Γ(k).
This is the “associated filtration” determined by the ordering.
3.3. Splittings. A splitting of an I-filtered vector space (V, F ) is the choice of an I-
grading Γ of V such that F equals the associated filtration F(Γ,≤).
It will be useful to think of splittings in terms of isomorphisms with the associated
graded, as follows. Let (V, F ) be an I-filtered vector space. Let F denote the associated
filtration of Gr(V, F ) so that Fi =
⊕
j≤i Grj(V, F ). Clearly the filtration F has a preferred
splitting, so we can canonically identify its associated graded with Gr(V, F ).
Lemma 2. Giving a splitting of (V, F ) is the same as giving an isomorphism
Φ : (Gr(V, F ),F)
∼=−→(V, F )
of filtered vector spaces such that the associated graded map
Gr(Φ) : Gr(V, F )→ Gr(V, F )
is the identity, i.e. the map Gri(F )
Φ−→Fi  Gri(F ) is the identity for each i ∈ I.
Proof. Straightforward. Given such Φ, the splitting is given by Γi = Φ(Gri(V, F )).
Conversely, given a splitting, the map Γi ↪→ Fi  Gri(V, F ) is an isomorphism and its
inverse gives the i-component of Φ. 
This will be crucial to define the wild monodromy automorphism determined by a pair
of compatible gradings, and motivate the notion of Stokes local system.
3.4. Wild monodromy—Relative positions of pairs of gradings. Given two (or-
dered) bases of a vector space V it is obvious that there is a unique automorphism of V
taking one basis to the other. However if only the underlying gradings are given (and
not the bases themselves) then in general there is not a preferred automorphism taking
one grading to the other. However it turns out that, for a special class of pairs of grad-
ings, there is indeed a preferred automorphism taking one grading to the other (uniquely
determined by the gradings).
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Suppose I is a set and V is a vector space. Two I-gradings Γ1,Γ2 of V are compatible
if there is some ordering ≤ of I such that the associated filtrations are equal:
(4) F(Γ1,≤) = F(Γ2,≤).
Thus this common filtration is split by both gradings. Note this implies both gradings
have the same dimension vector. Also note that if Γ1,Γ2 are compatible, then there may
well be several different orderings for which their filtrations are equal. The aim here is to
show there is a preferred automorphism relating any two compatible gradings.
Indeed if F denotes the common filtration (4) then Lemma 2 implies there are distin-
guished linear isomorphisms
Φ1,Φ2 : Gr(V, F )→ V
determined by the splittings Γ1,Γ2 respectively, so there is a preferred automorphism
g = g(Γ1,Γ2) = Φ2 ◦ Φ−11 ∈ GL(V )
taking Γ1 to Γ2, the wild monodromy. Of course since the gradings are given, it is simpler
to work with the inverse Ψi := Φ
−1
i , which is just the natural graded isomorphism
Ψi : (V,Γi)
∼=−→ Gr(V, F ), so that g = Ψ−12 ◦Ψ1.
An analysis of the set of splittings of a given filtration enables to see it is independent of
the choice of F . Fix an ordering ≤ of I and an I-filtration F of V . Let Θ be its dimension
vector. Let G be the set of all I-gradings of V of dimension Θ, and let Splits(F) ⊂ G be
the set of all I-gradings that split F , i.e. the gradings Γ such that F(Γ,≤) = F .
The group G = GL(V ) acts transitively on G, so G is a homogeneous space. Given
a basepoint Γ1 ∈ G then the map G  G; g 7→ g(Γ1) identifies G ∼= G/H where H =
GrAut(V,Γ1) ⊂ G.
In this way the subset Splits(F) ⊂ G corresponds to the subset P/H ⊂ G/H where
P = P (F ) = Aut(V, F ) ⊂ G is the group of filtered automorphisms (i.e. the parabolic
subgroup fixing the flag underlying F ).
Now the quotient P → P/H has a natural slice: the unipotent radical U = U(F ) =
Radu(P ) ⊂ P is the maximal unipotent normal subgroup of P , and it has the property
that the product map U × H → P is an isomorphism of varieties (P is isomorphic as
a group to the semidirect product HoU)1. Thus the above map G  G restricts to an
isomorphism U(F ) ∼= Splits(F), mapping U isomorphically onto Splits(F).
More intrinsically this shows that Splits(F) is a torsor (principal homogeneous space)
for U(F )—the natural action of U(F ) on Splits(F) is free and transitive. In particular for
any two elements Γ1,Γ2 ∈ Splits(F) there is a unique element g = g(Γ1,Γ2) ∈ U(F ) such
that g(Γ1) = Γ2 (it equals the wild monodromy as that has this property). This element
1In concrete terms, choosing suitable bases, P is a block upper triangular subgroup of G, H is the
block diagonal subgroup of P , and U is the subgroup of P with an identity matrix in each diagonal block.
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g ∈ GL(V ) is in fact uniquely determined by the pair Γ1,Γ2 and does not depend on the
choice of filtration F that they both split:
Lemma 3. If Γ1,Γ2 are two compatible gradings then there is a preferred unipotent ele-
ment g = g(Γ1,Γ2) ∈ GL(V ) taking Γ1 to Γ2, the wild monodromy automorphism. It is
the unique element g ∈ GL(V ) such that g(Γ1) = Γ2 and Gr(g) = 1 ∈ GrAut(Gr(V, F )),
for any filtration F split by both gradings.
Proof. It just remains to show that if the gradings give the same filtration for two
different orderings then the wild monodromy elements are the same: Let F1, F2 be the
two filtrations (for two different orderings), and suppose
Γ1,Γ2 ∈ Splits12 := Splits(F1) ∩ Splits(F2).
The result then follows from the fact that Splits12 is a torsor for the group U(F1)∩U(F2),
which is the unipotent radical of P (F1) ∩ P (F2). 
Note in general (in the non-toral case) the wild monodromy is not the only unipotent
element taking one grading to the other. In practice extra choices are often made to
give bases—the discussion here shows in general that the resulting automorphisms only
depends on the gradings. The following easy lemma will be useful.
Lemma 4. Suppose Γ1,Γ2 are compatible I-gradings of V with wild monodromy g =
g(Γ1,Γ2) ∈ GL(V ). If v ∈ Γ1(i) ∩ Γ2(i) for some i ∈ I then g(v) = v.
Proof. It is clear that Ψ1(v) = Ψ2(v), so the result follows. 
Example. If dim(V ) = #I = 2 and G is the set of full I-gradings of V , then G is just
the space of injective maps Γ : I ↪→ P(V ), since any two distinct lines in V are linearly
independent. In other words it is the space of pairs of distinct points of the sphere P(V ),
labelled by I. If I = {1, x} then two gradings Γ1,Γ2 are compatible if and only if either
Γ1(1) = Γ2(1) or Γ1(x) = Γ2(x). If F is the filtration determined by Γ1 with the ordering
1 < x, then the filtration is just F (1) = Γ1(1) ⊂ F (x) = V . Thus Splits(F) is the space
of maps Γ : I ↪→ P(V ) such that Γ(1) = F (1). This amounts to the choice of a point
Γ(x) ∈ P(V ) \ {F (1)}
of the affine line given by the sphere punctured at F (1). Thus Splits(F) = P(V)\{F(1)} ∼=
A1. It is a torsor for the group U(F ) ∼= {( 1 ∗0 1 )} ∼= A1.
3.5. Median gradings. If Γ0,Γ1 are two compatible I-gradings of V let g = g(Γ0,Γ1) ∈
GL(V ) be the wild monodromy relating them, so that Γ1 = g(Γ0). Since g is unipotent it
has a unique unipotent square root
√
g ∈ GL(V ) and so the median grading
Γ1/2 :=
√
g(Γ0)
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is well defined. Of course
√
g = g(Γ0,Γ1/2) = g(Γ1/2,Γ1). More generally there is a
canonically defined path of gradings {Γt
∣∣ t ∈ [0, 1]} connecting Γ0 to Γ1 given by Γt :=
gt(Γ0) where gt = exp(tX) for the unique nilpotent logarithm X of g.
In the example above with dim(V ) = 2, the median grading between two points of
G(F ) ∼= A1 is just the midpoint of the real line segment in A1 between them.
This appears classically as the way to get real bases/gradings of a real differential
equation (cf. [30] p.8, [43] p.358). The main statement boils down to the following.
Suppose I is a set, VR is a real vector space and V = C⊗ VR is its complexification.
Lemma 5. If Γ0,Γ1 are compatible I-gradings of V such that Γ0 = Γ1, then Γ1/2 is real.
Proof. Write g = g(Γ0,Γ1), s =
√
g. Note Γ0 = gΓ0 = gΓ1 and Γ0 = g
−1Γ1, so by
uniqueness g = g−1, so that g = exp(X) for a unique nilpotent X such that X = −X.
Thus s = exp(X/2) satisfies s = s−1 and the result follows:
Γ1/2 = sΓ0 = s
−1Γ1 = s−1gΓ0 = Γ1/2.

3.6. Bounding the wild monodromy. Suppose I is a set equipped with a partial order
≺. Thus ≺ is a subset of I × I satisfying various axioms. The pair (I,≺) can be viewed
as a quiver where a relation i ≺ j corresponds to an arrow i← j. The choice of ≺ can be
used to restrict the wild monodromy, as follows.
Recall that a total order < on I is said to “extend the partial order ≺”, if ≺ is a subset
of < (they are both subsets of I × I).
Definition 6. The wild monodromy of a pair of compatible I-gradings Γ1,Γ2 of V is
“bounded by ≺”, or “satisfies the Stokes conditions”, if the associated filtrations
(5) F(Γ1, <) = F(Γ2, <)
are equal, for any total order < extending ≺.
Remark 7. For example if ≺ is empty this just means that Γ1 = Γ2.
The Stokes condition can be reformulated in terms of Stokes groups as follows. For
k = 1, 2 let Stok ⊂ GL(V ) be the connected unipotent group with Lie algebra
(6) Lie(Stok) =
⊕
i≺j
Hom(Γk(j),Γk(i)) ⊂ End(V ).
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Note Lie(Stok) is the space of representations of the quiver (I,≺) on (V,Γk)2. Consider
the set GrIso12 = {g ∈ GL(V )
∣∣ g(Γ1(i)) = Γ2(i) for all i ∈ I} of graded isomorphisms
from (V,Γ1, ) to (V,Γ2).
Lemma 8. The following conditions are equivalent:
1) GrIso12 ∩Sto1 6= ∅, 2) GrIso12 ∩Sto2 6= ∅,
3) g(Γ1,Γ2) ∈ Sto1, 4) g(Γ1,Γ2) ∈ Sto2,
5) The gradings Γ1,Γ2 satisfy the Stokes conditions determined by ≺.
If so, Sto1 = Sto2 and both sets 1),2) contain exactly one point g(Γ1,Γ2) ∈ GL(V ).
Proof. If Γ1 is fixed then any other I-grading Γ2 of V (with the same dimensions as Γ1)
can be specified by choosing an element g ∈ GL(V ) and defining Γ2(i) = g(Γ1(i)). Then
g ∈ GrIso12. Moreover the two Stokes groups in GL(V ) determined by the two gradings are
then conjugate by g: Sto2 = g ◦ Sto1 ◦g−1. Now suppose we fix both gradings and assume
g ∈ GrIso12. Then it is immediate that g ∈ Sto1 if and only if g ∈ Sto2 = g Sto1 g−1, prov-
ing 1) and 2) are equivalent. Moreover if g ∈ Sto1 then clearly Sto2 = g Sto1 g−1 = Sto1 .
If moreover g1 ∈ GrIso12 ∩Sto1 then g−1g1 ∈ Sto1 ∩Aut(V,Γ1) = {1} so g1 = g. This
shows the last statement holds and establishes the equivalence with 3,4). Finally to see
1-4) are equivalent to 5) observe that the Stokes group is the unipotent radical of the
intersection of the parabolic subgroups preserving F(Γ1, <), as < varies. 
3.7. Stokes conditions on pairs of filtrations. The above discussion will be used to
control the jumps of the Stokes gradings across A. The jumps of the Stokes filtrations
across S are controlled as follows.
Let I be a set equipped with two orders <1, <2. Write I1 = (I,<1), I2 = (I,<2) for the
corresponding ordered sets. Fix a complex vector space V and let F1 be an I1-filtration
of V , and let F2 be an I2-filtration of V , both with the same dimension vector Θ : I → N.
Definition 9. The pair of filtrations (F1, F2) “satisfy the Stokes conditions” if there is
an I-grading Γ of V of dimension Θ such that
(7) F1 = F(Γ, <1) and F2 = F(Γ, <2).
The notion of relative position of pairs of flags has been much studied (cf. [28] p.116)
and one can show that the Stokes conditions above are the same as fixing the relative
position of the pair of flags to be that determined by the pair of orderings (although,
beyond the toral case, not every possible relative position will arise in the Stokes setting).
2The general fact used here is that if V is I-graded then a partial order ≺ on I determines a unipotent
subgroup Sto≺ of GL(V ) whose Lie algebra is the space of representations of the quiver (I,≺) on V .
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4. Topological basics
4.1. Local systems, transport, monodromy. Recall that if M is a connected topo-
logical manifold then a local system of sets I on M is a locally constant sheaf of sets, and
that this is the same thing as (the sections of) a covering space I → M . Given an open
cover of M then I can be described in terms of constant clutching maps.
A local system of vector spaces is a local system V → M for which the fibres are
vector spaces and this structure is preserved (the clutching maps are constant linear
isomorphisms).
Given a local system V →M then a path γ inM from p to q determines an isomorphism
ργ = ρ(γ) : Vp → Vq
between the corresponding fibres, the parallel transport map. (It is defined since the path
has a unique lift to the covering once the initial point in Vp is specified.) Homotopic paths
give the same map. In particular if a basepoint b ∈ M is fixed then the monodromy
representation
ρ : pi1(M, b)→ Aut(Vb)
is defined by transporting points of the fibre Vb around loops. Two local systems V, V
′ are
isomorphic if and only if there is an isomorphism Vb ∼= V ′b intertwining their monodromy
representations.
If V is a local system of rank n vector spaces then a framing of V at b ∈M is a basis
of the fibre of V at b, i.e. an isomorphism φ : Cn → Vb. Given a framing, the monodromy
representation can be viewed as taking values in GLn(C).
4.2. Graded local systems. If I → M is a fixed covering space, then an “I-graded
local system” (of vector spaces) is a local system V → M of vector spaces together with
a pointwise grading
Vp =
⊕
i∈Ip
Vp(i)
of the fibres of V by the fibres of I, such that the grading is locally constant, i.e.
ργ(Vp(i)) = Vq(ργ(i))
for any path γ from p to q (where ργ(i) ∈ Iq is the parallel transport of i ∈ Ip). This is
the same thing as a local system on the covering space I, but viewed from M .
4.3. Real oriented blow-ups and tangential basepoints. If Σ is a smooth complex
algebraic curve and a ∈ Σ, the real oriented blow-up of Σ at a is the surface with boundary
pi : Σ̂→ Σ
obtained by replacing the point a by the circle
∂ = (TaΣ \ {0})/R>0
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of real oriented directions emanating from a. Here TaΣ is the tangent space. Thus pi
restricts to an isomorphism Σ̂ \ ∂ ∼= Σ◦ := Σ \ {a} onto the punctured surface.
A useful construction is the following: If V → Σ◦ is a local system of n-dimensional
vector spaces and d ∈ ∂, then there is a well defined complex vector space Vd of dimension
n, the “fibre of V at the tangential basepoint d”. One approach is to note that the
inclusion Σ◦ → Σ̂ is a homotopy equivalence so restricting local systems on Σ̂ to Σ◦ gives
an equivalence of categories. (Any covering of Σ◦ extends uniquely to Σ̂.) In this way
local systems on Σ◦ and on Σ̂ will henceforth be viewed as the same thing. Then Vd is the
fibre of V → Σ̂ at the tangential basepoint d ∈ ∂ ⊂ Σ̂. More concretely Vd is the space
of sections of V on germs of open sectors (in Σ◦) at a containing the direction d (cf. [27]
p.85, [41] p.386).
4.4. Extended intervals/sectors. Suppose a ∈ Σ and pi : Σ̂ → Σ is the real oriented
blow-up at a, and ∂ is the circle pi−1(a) ⊂ Σ̂. This section will set up notation for universal
covers ∂˜ of ∂ and intrinsically extending a local system on ∂ to a sector/interval in ∂˜.
1) The notion of angle is well defined so there is an intrinsic action of R on ∂. Thus if
d ∈ ∂ and α ∈ R then d± α are well-defined points of ∂.
2) The choice of a point d ∈ ∂ determines a universal covering ∂˜ of ∂, namely the
homotopy classes of paths starting at d. It comes equipped with a covering map ∂˜  ∂
(taking a path to its endpoint) and with a point d˜ ∈ ∂˜ lying over d (i.e. the trivial path).
Now, for positive α, β ∈ R define Sectd(−α, β) to be the interval (d˜− α, d˜+ β) ⊂ ∂˜ in
the universal cover determined by d. Similarly Sectd[−α, β) = [d˜−α, d˜+β) etc. If U ⊂ ∂
is an interval, define
(8) SectU(−α, β) =
⋃
d∈U
Sectd(−α, β).
3) A local system V → ∂ canonically determines a local system V˜ → Sectd(−α, β), for
any positive α, β ∈ R, and Vd = V˜d˜. It is defined as the pullback of V along the (e´tale)
map Sectd(−α, β) → ∂. For small α, β this is just the restriction to (d − α, d + β) ⊂ ∂.
There is a canonical bijection between Vd and the space of sections of V˜ on Sectd(−α, β)
for any α, β (taking a section to its value in V˜d˜ = Vd).
5. Irregular classes and associated topological data
Fix a ⊂ Σ as in §2. Let Σ̂ → Σ be the real oriented blow-up, with boundary ∂ (a
finite set of circles), cf. §4.3. The aim of this section is to recall the notion of irregular
class (from [22]) and to show (following mainly [25, 41, 4, 43, 38]) that this determines
the following (topological) data:
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1) an integer n (the rank),
2) a finite cover I → ∂,
3) a dimension vector for I, i.e. a map Θ : I → N>0 constant on each component circle,
such that
∑
i∈Id Θ(i) = n for all d ∈ ∂,
3) two finite sets A,S ⊂ ∂
4) A total order <d of Id for each d ∈ ∂ \ S (constant as d moves in each component of
this set)
5) A partial order ≺d of Id for each singular direction d ∈ A, the Stokes arrows.
This data alone will be sufficient to define the topological data classifying connections
in the next three sections, so the topologically minded reader could (in the first instance)
skip the following discussion and jump to §6.
5.1. Exponential local system. The exponential local system is a natural covering
space (local system of sets) pi : I → ∂. To simplify notation suppose a = {a} is just
one point so ∂ is a single circle (the extension to multiple points is immediate). If z is a
local coordinate on Σ vanishing at a then local sections of I over open subsets of ∂ are
functions that may be written as finite sums of the form
(9) q =
∑
aiz
−ki
where ai ∈ C, and ki ∈ Q>0. An intrinsic (coordinate independent) construction of I
is given in [22] Rmk 3 (in which case sections of I are certain equivalence classes of
functions, but that will make no difference in the use of these functions below). Thus
I is the disjoint union of a vast collection of circles 〈q〉, each of which is a finite cover
of ∂. A local function q determines the circle 〈q〉 by analytic continuation around ∂.
Thus algebraically 〈q〉 encodes the Galois orbit of q. Let ram(q) denote the degree of the
cover pi : 〈q〉 → ∂ (the lowest common multiple of the denominators of the ki present
in the expression for q). The slope of 〈q〉 is the largest ki occuring in (9). The tame
circle is the circle 〈0〉 ⊂ I. The functions q occur as the exponents of the exponential
factors eq that occur in local solutions of meromorphic differential equations (hence the
name “exponential local system”). An isomorphic local system dI (whose sections are
one-forms) was used in [25, 41].
5.2. Irregular classes. An irregular class is a map (a dimension vector) Θ : I → N,
assigning an integer to each component of I, equal to zero for all but a finite number of
circles. (Thus Θ is constant on each component circle, so amounts to a map pi0(I)→ N.)
The rank of an irregular class is the integer
(10) n = rk(Θ) =
∑
i∈Id
Θ(i) ∈ N
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for any d ∈ ∂. (If ∂ has several components then Θ should be such that the rank is the
same for d in any component.)
A finite subcover is a subset I ⊂ I such that pi : I → ∂ is a finite cover. An irregular
class determines a finite subcover, the active exponents I = Θ−1(N>0). Thus an irregular
class is a finite subcover plus a positive integer for each component (we will often omit to
write the integers and say that I is an irregular class).
Any I-graded local system V → ∂ of vector spaces has an irregular class (taking the
dimensions of the graded pieces). It will thus follow that any connection determines an
irregular class (the associated graded of its Stokes filtration is an I-graded local system).
Given irregular classes I1, I2 then there are well-defined irregular classes I
∨
1 , End(I1),
I1⊗I2, Hom(I1, I2) = I2⊗I∨1 . In brief if Vk → ∂ is any Ik-graded local system for k = 1, 2
then these are the irregular classes of V ∨1 , End(V1), V1 ⊗ V2, Hom(V1, V2) respectively.
For example 〈q〉∨ = 〈−q〉 and 〈q1〉 ⊗ 〈q2〉 may be computed by writing q1 =
∑
ait
i, q2 =∑
bit
i where tr = z−1 for some integer r ≥ 1 and then considering the Galois closed list
q1(ζ
at) + q2(ζ
bt) of sums of the various Galois conjugates, where ζ = exp(2pii/r).
The levels of a class I are the nonzero slopes of the component circles of End(I).
5.3. Irregular curves/wild Riemann surfaces. A rank n (bare) irregular curve is a
triple Σ = (Σ, a,Θ) where Σ is a smooth compact complex algebraic curve, a ⊂ Σ is a
finite set and Θ is a rank n irregular class (for each point of a). Σ is tame if Θ is tame (i.e.
only involves the tame circle with multiplicity n at each marked point). Thus, specifying
a rank n tame curve is the same as choosing a curve with marked points.
If Σ◦ = Σ\a then any algebraic connection (E,∇)→ Σ◦ determines an irregular curve
(Σ, a,Θ) taking the irregular classes at each marked point. Similarly any meromorphic
connection on a vector bundle on Σ determines an irregular curve, taking its polar divisor
and irregular classes.
An irregular type is similar to an irregular class but involves an ordering of the active
exponents (the component circles in I). Thus an irregular type determines an irregular
class by forgetting the ordering. One can then define non-bare (dressed) irregular curves,
involving irregular types, and an ordering of the points a (cf. [16] Rmk 10.6, [22] §4).
5.4. Stokes directions and exponential dominance orderings. By looking at the
exponential growth rates, there is a partial ordering <d (exponential dominance) on each
fibre of I, as follows. Suppose d ∈ ∂ and q1, q2 ∈ Id are distinct then (by definition)
q1 <d q2
if exp(q1−q2) is flat (has zero asymptotic expansion) on some open sectorial neighbourhood
of d. As usual i ≤d j means i <d j or i = j. Given an irregular class Θ with active
exponents I then <d restricts to a partial order on the fibre Id of I. Since I is a finite
cover, this is actually a total order for all but a finite number of points S ⊂ ∂, the Stokes
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directions (or oscillatory directions) of the class Θ. Thus if d ∈ ∂ \ S then Id is totally
ordered by <d.
5.5. Singular directions and Stokes arrows. The points of maximal decay form a
subset ⊂ I consisting of the points where the functions eq have maximal decay, as q
moves in 〈q〉. (Sometimes they will be called apples.) Each circle 〈q〉 has a finite number
of points of maximal decay, except the tame circle which has none. The Stokes arrows are
the pairs (q1, q2) ∈ I ×I such that pi(q1) = pi(q2) (so they are both in the same fibre of I)
and q1− q2 ∈ I is a point of maximal decay. In this case write q1 ≺d q2, where d = pi(q1).
It is viewed as an arrow from q2 to q1. This defines a partial order on each fibre Id and
exponential dominance refines it (if q1 ≺d q2 then q1 <d q2).
Given an irregular class Θ with active exponents I then there are only a finite number
of Stokes arrows in I × I. They correspond to the points of maximal decay of the class
End(I). The Stokes arrows lie over a finite set A ⊂ ∂, the singular directions (or anti-
Stokes directions). The corresponding Stokes quiver at d ∈ A is the quiver with nodes Id
and arrows ≺d. As in (6) the Stokes arrows then determine the Stokes groups
Stod = Sto≺d ⊂ GL(V 0d )
for any I-graded local system V 0 → ∂. The following lemma will be useful later.
Lemma 10. Suppose d ∈ A and i, j ∈ Id are such that i ≺d j. Then there is an open
subset U ⊂ ∂ with d ∈ U such that i <e j for all e ∈ U .
Proof. This follows as d is a point of maximal decay for the continuous function qi−qj. 
5.6. Ramis exponential tori. Another topological object attached to an irregular class
Θ is the local system T→ ∂ of Ramis exponential tori, defined as follows. The character
lattice X∗(T) ⊂ I → ∂ of T is the local system of finite rank lattices (free Z-modules)
generated by the active exponents I ⊂ I, so that X∗(T)d = 〈Id〉Z ⊂ Id. Then T is the
local system of tori with this character lattice, so that Td = Hom(X∗(T)d,C∗). Note
that if V 0 → ∂ is an I-graded local system of vector spaces with dimension Θ, then V 0
can be viewed as graded by X∗(T). This means there is a faithful action of T on V 0,
i.e. an injective map T → GL(V 0) of local systems of groups. (These tori appear in the
differential Galois group of the corresponding connections.)
6. Stokes filtered local systems
Recall that an irregular class Θ : I → N determines the data n, I, S, <d.
A Stokes filtration F of type Θ on a local system V → Σ̂ is the data of an Id-filtration
Fd of Vd of dimension Θ, for each d ∈ ∂ \ S, such that:
SF1) The Fd are locally constant as d varies in ∂ without crossing S,
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SF2) The Stokes condition (7) holds across each d ∈ S.
To be precise, in 2) the filtrations on the left and right of d ∈ S are transported to
the fibre Vd to get into the exact situation of (7). Thus in other words condition 2) says
that there exists a local grading inducing the filtrations (i.e. a local splitting across d):
there is a grading Γ of the local system V (by sub-local systems) throughout a small
neighbourhood U of d in ∂, such that Fe = F(Γ, <e) for all e ∈ U \ {d}. The condition
1) means parallel transport along any path in ∂ \ S relates the filtrations.
Definition 11. A Stokes filtered local system is a triple (V,Θ, F ) where V → Σ̂ is a local
system of vector spaces, Θ is an irregular class (of the same rank as V ) and F is a Stokes
filtration on V of type Θ.
Remark 12 (Robustness). Note that the definition is robust in the sense that if a finite
number of points is added to S (and the filtrations Fd are not specified at these points),
then nothing is changed since SF2) implies F is continuous across the missing points, and
thus determined by neighbouring filtrations.
Two Stokes filtered local systems Vi = (Vi,Θi, F i) for i = 1, 2 are isomorphic if Θ1 = Θ2
and there is an isomorphism ϕ : V1 → V2 of local systems relating the Stokes filtrations.
To define more general morphisms first note that if (V,Θ, F ) is a Stokes filtered local
system and d ∈ ∂ \ S and i ∈ Id then one can define
(11) Fd(i) =
∑
j∈Id | j≤di
Fd(j) ⊂ Vd.
Clearly if i ≤d j then Fd(i) ⊂ Fd(j). Thus Vd can be viewed as filtered by the poset Id
and not just by the ordered set Id. A morphism V1 → V2 of Stokes filtered local systems
is a morphism ϕ : V1 → V2 of local systems that restricts to a map of Id-filtered vector
spaces (ϕ(F 1d (i)) ⊂ F 2d (i) for all i ∈ Id), for all d ∈ ∂ \ (S1 ∪ S2).
If V = (V,Θ, F ) is a Stokes filtered local system, define a global section of V to be
v ∈ H0(V , Σ̂) := {v ∈ H0(V, Σ̂) ∣∣ v(d) ∈ Fd〈0〉 for all d ∈ ∂ \ S}
i.e. it is a global section of V such that v(d) ∈ Fd〈0〉 := Fd(〈0〉) for all points d ∈ ∂ \ S.
Said differently, using the Stokes filtrations, define a section of V to have “moderate
growth” in the direction d ∈ ∂ if v(e) ∈ Fe〈0〉 for all non-Stokes direction e in some open
neighbourhood of d. Then H0(V , Σ̂) is just the space of sections of V that have moderate
growth everywhere. It will become clear later (Prop. 32) that V has no global sections
unless the tame circle 〈0〉 is active in the irregular class at each marked point.
The dual Stokes graded local system V∨ is defined as (V ∨,Θ∨, F∨) where
F∨d (q) = Fd(<−q)⊥ ⊂ V ∨d ,
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and the tensor product V1 ⊗ V2 is (V1 ⊗ V2,Θ1 ⊗Θ2, F ) where
Fd(q) =
∑
q=q1+q2
F 1d (q1)⊗ F 2d (q2)
for generic d (but this is sufficient by Rmk 12). Thus one can define Hom(V1,V2) = V2⊗V∨1
and observe that a morphism V1 → V2 is the same thing as a global section of this Stokes
filtered local system.
The definition used by Deligne and Malgrange is easily seen to be equivalent to this
(this amounts to recognising, as in §10.1 below, that filtrations of Vd by Id for d ∈ S are
canonically determined too). Thus (the global version of) their Riemann–Hilbert–Birkhoff
correspondence says that:
Theorem 13. The category of Stokes filtered local systems is equivalent to the category
of algebraic connections (E,∇) on vector bundles on Σ◦.
This was conjectured by Deligne [25] and proved by Malgrange [41] (using the earlier
Malgrange–Sibuya cohomological classification). As remarked in [42] p.57, this is essen-
tially equivalent to the statement of Jurkat [36]—this equivalence will be discussed in the
sequel. The definition of the Stokes filtration of a connection will be discussed in Apx. A.
7. Stokes graded local systems
Recall that an irregular class Θ : I → N determines the data n, I,A,≺d.
A Stokes grading Γ of type Θ of a local system V → Σ̂ is the data of an Id-grading Γd
of Vd of dimension Θ, for each d ∈ ∂ \ A, such that:
SG1) The Γd are locally constant as d varies in ∂ without crossing A,
SG2) The Stokes condition (5) holds across each d ∈ A.
To be precise, in 2) the gradings on the left and right of d ∈ A are transported to the
fibre Vd to get into the exact situation of (5).
Definition 14. A Stokes graded local system is a triple (V,Θ,Γ) where V → Σ̂ is a local
system of vector spaces, Θ is an irregular class (of the same rank as V ) and Γ is a Stokes
grading on V of type Θ.
Again the definition is robust, by Rmk 7.
Note that if d ∈ A and L,R ∈ ∂ are points just the left and right of d, then there are
two distinguished isomorphisms VL → VR: one given by the transport of the local system
V , and the other given by the graded isomorphism (wild transport)
(12) (VL,ΓL) ∼= (Vd,ΓL) g−→(Vd,ΓR) ∼= (VR,ΓR)
where the first and third isomorphisms come from the local system structure of V , and
g = g(ΓL,ΓR) is the wild monodromy. This leads to the Stokes local system (§8).
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The terms Stokes grading or Stokes decomposition will be used interchangeably. If
d ∈ A then the fibre Vd can be given the median grading of the fibres to either side (cf.
§9), yielding a preferred decomposition of each tangential fibre of V .
The global sections of a Stokes graded local system V = (V,Θ,Γ) are the sections of
the underlying local system V that go into the piece graded by the tame circle 〈0〉 in each
singular sector:
(13) H0(V , Σ̂) := {v ∈ H0(V, Σ̂) ∣∣ v(d) ∈ Γd〈0〉 for all d ∈ ∂ \ A}.
A morphism V1 → V2 is a morphism ϕ : V1 → V2 of local systems that restricts to a
map of Id-graded vector spaces (ϕ(Γ1d(i)) ⊂ Γ2d(i) for all i ∈ Id), for all d ∈ ∂ \ (A1 ∪A2).
The dual Stokes filtered local system V∨ is defined as (V ∨,Θ∨,Γ∨) where
Γ∨d (q) =
 ⊕
i∈Id\{−q}
Γd(i)
⊥ ⊂ V ∨d ,
and the tensor product V1 ⊗ V2 is (V1 ⊗ V2,Θ1 ⊗Θ2,Γ) where
Γd(q) =
⊕
q=q1+q2
Γ1d(q1)⊗ Γ2d(q2)
for generic d (but this is sufficient by robustness). Thus one can define Hom(V1,V2) =
V2 ⊗ V∨1 and observe that a morphism V1 → V2 is the same thing as a global section of
this Stokes graded local system.
8. Stokes local systems
As in §7, recall that an irregular class Θ : I → N determines the data n, I,A,≺d.
Also for d ∈ A the Stokes arrows ≺d determine the Stokes group Stod ⊂ GL(V 0d ) for any
Id-graded vector space V
0
d , as in (6).
Two slightly different definitions of a Stokes local system will be given, the first with
explicit gluing maps.
Suppose V → Σ̂ is a rank n local system of complex vector spaces and V 0 → ∂ is an
I-graded local system of dimension Θ. Thus on ∂ there are two local systems, V 0 and the
restriction of V .
A gluing map Φ is an isomorphism of vector spaces Φd : V
0
d
∼= Vd for each d ∈ ∂ \ A,
which is locally constant as d varies in ∂ without crossing A. Thus it is a section of the
local system Iso(V 0, V ) ⊂ Hom(V 0, V ) over ∂ \ A.
A gluing map determines an automorphism Sd ∈ GL(V 0d ) for each d ∈ A, as the
composition of the isomorphisms:
(14) V 0d
1−→ V 0R ΦR−→ VR 3−→ VL
Φ−1L−→ V 0L 5−→ V 0d
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where L/R denotes fibres just to the left/right of d, the maps 1, 5 are the transport of V 0
and 3 is the transport of V . (More precisely L means the positive side of d).
A gluing map is Stokes if Sd ∈ Stod for all d ∈ A.
Definition 15. A “Stokes local system with gluing maps” is a 4-tuple (V, V 0,Θ,Φ) where
V → Σ̂ is a local system of vector spaces, Θ is an irregular class (of the same rank as V ),
V 0 → ∂ is an I-graded local system of dimension Θ, and Φ is a Stokes gluing map.
Note that the gluing map Φ is Stokes if and only if (V,Θ,Γ) is a Stokes graded local
system, where Γ is the set of gradings defined by Γd(i) = Φd(V
0
d (i)) for all i ∈ Id, d ∈ ∂\A.
This defines a functor to Stokes graded local systems, and it will be seen below that it is
an equivalence.
The wild monodromy at d ∈ A of a Stokes local system with gluing maps is the
automorphism gd ∈ GL(Vd) given by the composition of the isomorphisms:
(15) Vd
1−→ VL Φ
−1
L−→ V 0L 3−→ V 0R ΦR−→ VR 5−→ Vd
where L/R denotes fibres just to the left/right of d, the maps 1, 5 are the transport of V
and 3 is the transport of V 0. Clearly gd is conjugate to Sd, but acts on a different space.
By definition the global sections of V = (V, V 0,Φ,Θ) are pairs (v, v0) where v ∈
H0(V, Σ̂) and v0 ∈ H0(V 0〈0〉, ∂), which map to each other under the gluing maps (at each
point d ∈ ∂ \ A). This is the same as giving just v ∈ H0(V, Σ̂) such that v(d) is fixed by
gd for all d ∈ A, and Φ−1d (v(d)) ∈ V 0d 〈0〉 for all d ∈ ∂ \A. However it follows from Lemma
4 that the first condition is redundant and so
(16) H0(V , Σ̂) = {v ∈ H0(V, Σ̂) ∣∣ v(d) ∈ Φd(V 0d 〈0〉) for all d ∈ ∂ \ A}.
To motivate the second approach, note that the graded local system V 0 → ∂ is the
same as giving a graded local system on each halo (a germ of a punctured disk around
each puncture). Thus there are two local systems on each halo: V 0 and the restriction
of V . The gluing maps glue them together, away from each singular direction. One can
picture this by putting V 0 on a second copy of the halo, above the first one (with V
on it), and then gluing the two copies, away from the singular directions (leading to a
small tunnel over each singular direction). The second version appears by removing the
base of each tunnel, and then pushing this picture flat (yielding a surface with tangential
punctures).
Said differently for the second version just restrict V to the complement of the halos,
so the gluing maps amount to a way to glue V 0 to V across each component of the outer
boundary of each halo, away from the singular directions. This is the most convenient
description in practice. It leads to the idea of fission [13], that the structure group is
broken (to the group of graded automorphisms) at the boundary of Σ̂, as illustrated in
the picture on the title page. (Here the I-graded local system is identified with a local
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system on I → H in the usual way, and the cover I is glued to the interior of the curve—in
other words a Stokes local system is thus the same as a sort of generalised local system on
the surface in the picture, where the ranks jump as the surface bifurcates. The tangential
punctures are not drawn but should be there).
Define the halos H ⊂ Σ̂ as a small tubular neighbourhood of ∂, so H is a union of
annuli. Let ∂′ be the boundary of H in the interior of Σ̂. The cover I → ∂ extends to a
cover I → H. Choose a smooth bijection e : ∂ → ∂′ preserving the order of the points.
Thus if the irregular class Θ and thus A ⊂ ∂ is given, then the auxiliary surface:
Σ˜ = Σ˜(Θ) := Σ̂ \ e(A)
is well defined, removing the tangential punctures e(d) from Σ̂ for d ∈ A. If d ∈ A let γd
be the small positive loop in Σ˜ based at d that goes across H, around e(d) and back to d.
Definition 16. A Stokes local system is a pair (V,Θ) where Θ is an irregular class and
V is a local system of vector spaces on Σ˜(Θ), equipped with an I-grading over H (of
dimension Θ), such that the monodromy Sd := ρ(γd) is in Stod ⊂ GL(Vd) for each d ∈ A.
The element Sd = ρ(γd) ∈ Stod ⊂ GL(Vd) is the Stokes automorphism. The equivalence
of the two approaches is straightforward, whence Sd is identified with that defined in (14).
This is the specialisation to general linear groups of the definition in [16, 22].
Note that an I-graded local system of dimension Θ is the same thing as an I-graded
local system of dimension Θ (all the other components of I grade the trivial rank zero
sublocal system).
If V = (V,Θ) is a Stokes local system then a section of V is a section of V that takes
values in V〈0〉 over each halo (the graded piece indexed by the tame circle).
A morphism of Stokes local systems V1 → V2 is a map of local systems on Σ˜(Θ1)∩Σ˜(Θ2)
that restricts to a map of I-graded local systems over H. In particular two Stokes local
systems are isomorphic if and only if their irregular classes are equal and their underlying
local systems V1,V2 are isomorphic.
Note on terminology: The “wild monodromy” and “Stokes automorphism” are essen-
tially the same thing—namely the monodromy of the Stokes local system around a small
positive loop around a tangential puncture. In this paper the term “Stokes automor-
phism” will be used if the loop is based in the halo, and the term “wild monodromy” will
be used if the loop is based outside the halo (in the interior of the curve). For example
gd ∈ GL(Vd) and Sd ∈ GL(V 0d ). Note however that these equal if one starts with a Stokes
graded local system (see Lemma 19).
Remark 17. Here are more details on how to see the two versions are equivalent. Choose
a retraction of H ∼= [0, 1] × ∂ onto ∂ (dragging e(d) along a path λd to d). Consider the
intermediate category of four-tuples (V, V 0,Φ,Θ) where V 0 is now defined on all of H,
and the gluing maps are defined on all of H except on the paths (cilia) λd for d ∈ A.
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Such objects restrict to give a Stokes local system with gluing maps in the obvious way,
yielding an equivalence. On the other hand the restriction of V to the complement of
H really does now glue to V 0 on ∂′ \ e(A), defining a Stokes local system V, yielding an
equivalence.
Remark 18. 1) An alternative version (cf. [17] Apx. B) is to glue the halo H = ∂ × [0, 1]
on the other side of ∂, and then the tangential punctures are made at A ⊂ ∂. This is
homotopy equivalent to the presentation above. In practice it is not important exactly
where the tangential punctures are, provided they are in the right order (cf. also the
version in [16] with non-crossing cilia drawn to keep them in order, which can be pulled
tight whenever convenient—this perhaps best reflects the desired picture especially when
the curve etc moves).
2) Perhaps the simplest approach is to just glue a second copy of ∂ onto ∂ away from
the singular directions A ⊂ ∂. One can prove the resulting (non-Hausdorff) space has the
desired fundamental group [34], and then view V as a local system on it.
9. Stokes local systems and Stokes graded local systems
A Stokes local system with gluing maps (V, V 0,Φ,Θ) determines a Stokes grading Γ,
by taking the image of the graded local system under the gluing maps:
Γd(i) = Φd(V
0
d (i))
for all d ∈ ∂ \ A, i ∈ Id. Conversely given a Stokes graded local system (V,Θ,Γ) it is
easy to construct a Stokes local system (with gluing maps) mapping to it as above: If
d ∈ A then transport the gradings on either side of d to Vd and define Γd to be the median
grading (of Vd) determined by these gradings from either side, as in §3.5. Then, for any
d ∈ ∂, define V 0d to be the graded vector space (Vd,Γd). The spaces V 0d form the fibres
of a graded local system V 0 → ∂: for any path in ∂ \ A this is clear. On the other hand
for a small path across some d ∈ A use the “wild transport” (12). Similarly for a path
ending at d ∈ A, for example:
(VL,ΓL) ∼= (Vd,ΓL) g(ΓL,Γd)−→ (Vd,Γd).
This defines the graded local system V 0, and by construction it comes with gluing
maps (the identity) Φd : V
0
d → Vd for all d ∈ ∂ \ A.
To show this is an equivalence of categories it remains to check fully faithfulness, which
is left as an exercise. (Using the internal hom it is enough to show the map between spaces
of global sections is bijective, and this is immediate, comparing (13) and (16).)
Lemma 19. Suppose (V, V 0,Φ,Θ) is the Stokes local system with gluing maps of a Stokes
graded local system (V,Γ,Θ) as constructed above. Then the wild monodromy equals the
Stokes automorphism as an element of GL(Vd) for any d ∈ A.
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Proof. Recall that V 0d is the space Vd equipped with the median grading Γd, so the
statement makes sense. There are three gradings ΓL,ΓR,Γd in Vd. Then gd = g(ΓL,ΓR),
and the definition of Sd says that Sd = g(ΓL,Γd) ◦ g(Γd,ΓR) = (√gd)2 = gd. 
10. Operations on Stokes filtered local systems
10.1. Intermediate filtrations. Suppose (V,Θ, F ) is a Stokes filtered local system in-
dexed by I. If d ∈ ∂ is a Stokes direction for I then the dominance ordering of Id is only a
partial order. Nonetheless for each i ∈ Id a subspace Fd(i) ⊂ Vd can be defined as follows.
Let FL(i), FR(i) be the corresponding steps of the Stokes filtrations, just on the left and
right of d respectively. Transport them to d (using the local system structure of V ), to
obtain subspaces FL/R(i) ⊂ Vd, and define the intermediate filtration:
(17) Fd(i) := FL(i) ∩ FR(i).
These subspaces have the property that if i <d j then Fd(i) ⊂ Fd(j). Note that the partial
order <d is the intersection of the adjacent orders on either side of d.
Lemma 20. If d ∈ S, i ∈ Id and Γ is any local splitting of F across d, then Fd(i) equals
the filtration associated to the grading Γ by the partial order <d:
Fd(i) = F(Γ, <d)(i) := Γd(i)⊕
⊕
j<di
Γd(j).
Proof. Fix d ∈ S and i ∈ Id. Then i determines a partition of Id into five subsets:
Id = I++ unionsq I−− unionsq I−+ unionsq I+− unionsq I=,
where I= = {i} and for example I+− is the subset of elements of Id that are greater than
i on the left and less than i on the right of d. Thus the choice of any local splitting
determines a decomposition Vd = V++ ⊕ V−− ⊕ V−+ ⊕ V+− ⊕ V= (summing over the cor-
responding indices). By construction FL = V−− ⊕ V−+ ⊕ V=, FR = V−− ⊕ V+− ⊕ V= and
Fd(i) = V−− ⊕ V=, so the claim follows: Fd(i) = FL(i) ∩ FR(i). 
Thus one can just as well incorporate the data of the filtration of every fibre Vd (not
just away from the Stokes directions) in this slightly generalised sense (since Id is only
partially ordered, they are not quite filtrations in the usual sense). As shown above this
“extra data” is canonically determined by the Stokes filtration.
10.2. Associated graded local system. Suppose (V,Θ, F ) is a Stokes filtered local
system with active exponents I. For each d ∈ ∂ one can consider the associated graded
vector space Gr(Vd, Fd). Even though the filtrations will in general jump discontinuously
at Stokes directions, these graded vector spaces fit together in a canonical way as the
fibres of a graded local system:
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Lemma 21. Given a Stokes filtration F on a local system V → ∂ indexed by I ⊂ I, then
there is a canonically determined I-graded local system, Gr(V, F ) → ∂, the associated
graded, with fibres the associated graded vector spaces Gr(Vd, Fd).
Proof. Away from Stokes directions this is immediate since the Stokes filtrations are
locally constant. Suppose d is a Stokes direction. In the notation of the proof of
Lemma 20 the piece of Gr(Vd, Fd) with index i ∈ Id is Fd(i)/Fd(< i) at d, and on
the left the corresponding graded piece is FL(i)/FL(< i). Given a local grading then
Fd(< i) = V−− and FL(< i) = V−− ⊕ V−+. It follows that the natural inclusion map
Fd(i) = FL(i) ∩ FR(i) ↪→ FL(i) maps Fd(<i) into FL(<i), and induces an isomorphism
Fd(i)/Fd(<i) ∼= FL(i)/FL(<i) on the quotients. Similarly going to the right of d. This
provides the gluing maps to define the graded local system. 
11. Stokes filtrations from Stokes gradings
A Stokes graded local system (V,Θ,Γ) determines a Stokes filtered local system (V,Θ, F )
by taking the associated filtrations, using the dominance orderings. In detail this goes as
follows. For any d ∈ ∂ \S we need to define an Id-filtration Fd of Vd. There are two cases:
1) If d 6∈ A then Fd = F(Γ, <d) is the filtration associated to the grading using the
dominance ordering of Id.
2) If d ∈ A then transport the two gradings on either side, to Vd and then take their
associated filtrations. The Stokes condition ensures these two filtrations are equal, since
the order <d extends the partial order ≺d, by Lemma 10.
To show this is a Stokes filtration first note that Lemma 10 implies the following:
Corollary 22 (Malleability). Suppose (V,Θ,Γ)→ ∂ is a Stokes graded local system and
d ∈ A ∩ S. Let ΓL,ΓR be the gradings just to the left and right of d and let FL, FR be
the corresponding associated filtrations. Transport all this to Vd. Then both gradings split
both filtrations.
Proof. By Lem. 10 the orders <L, <R from either side extend the partial order ≺d.
Thus the result follows immediately from the Stokes conditions at d for ΓL,ΓR. 
Lemma 23. (V,Θ, F ) is a Stokes filtered local system.
Proof. For any d ∈ S we need to check the two filtrations on either side of d satisfy
the Stokes condition. Firstly if d 6∈ A then this is clear, since then Γd gives the desired
splitting. Secondly if d ∈ A, then the transport of the grading on either side will split
both filtrations, by Corollary 22. 
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This defines a functor ϕ from Stokes graded local systems to Stokes filtered local
systems. It is fully faithful and surjective so is an equivalence of categories (it is surjective
and not just essentially surjective). Surjectivity follows from the main theorem:
Theorem 24. Any Stokes filtered local system (V,Θ, F ) admits a unique Stokes grading
Γ, such that F is the Stokes filtration associated to Γ:
(V,Θ, F ) = ϕ(V,Θ,Γ).
This will be proved in the next section, and fully faithfulness in §12.4.
Remark 25. Note that a Stokes graded local system thus determines a graded local system
in two ways: as the associated graded of the associated filtrations, or via the converse
construction in §9. The fact they are canonically isomorphic is left as an exercise.
12. Canonical splittings
For the existence of such splittings, the approach here fleshes out a sketch of Malgrange
[29] p.73, composing one level splittings (this statement can be obtained in several other
ways, e.g. via multisummation). This is then upgraded to give the uniqueness statement
in Thm. 1 too, which looks to be new. The idea of decomposing by the levels reflects the
Gevrey asymptotics [46, 45], and was previously used in the algebraic construction of the
general (multi-level) wild character varieties [16, 22], nesting the one-level fission spaces.
12.1. Facts about Stokes groups etc. This section collects some facts about Stokes
groups and their relation to splittings and the splitting groups Λd. Similar statements are
in [4], [43] p.362, [38] (some terminology comes from the G version in [10, 16]).
Let (V,Θ, F ) be a Stokes filtered local system with active exponents I → ∂. Let
V 0 = Gr(V, F )→ ∂ be the associated I-graded local system.
Let Stod ⊂ GL(V 0d ) be the Stokes group, determined by the Stokes arrows ≺d as in (6).
It is trivial unless d ∈ A.
Similarly define the splitting group Λd ⊂ GL(V 0d ) to be the unipotent group with Lie
algebra determined by the dominance (partial) order <d. This is maximal if d 6∈ S, and
if d ∈ S it is the intersection of the two adjacent (maximal) groups. The set Splitsd ⊂
Iso(V0d,Vd) of splittings of (Vd, Fd) is a torsor for Λd.
More generally for α, β ∈ R>0 let Splitsd(−α, β) ⊂ Splitsd be the (possibly empty)
set of gradings that split the Stokes filtrations throughout Sectd(−α, β) (recalling the
conventions from §4.4 for ramified intervals). If nonempty, this is a torsor for the group
Λd(−α, β) ⊂ Λd (defined by transporting to d all the splitting groups over Sectd(−α, β)
and then intersecting them). Similarly for closed/half-closed intervals etc (if a closed
interval ends on a Stokes direction then the intermediate filtration there is included).
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Now suppose I just has one level k. Then S = A+pi/2k = S+pi/k, and this leads to a
clear dictionary between the Stokes groups and the splitting groups, as follows. All this
follows directly from the definitions of Stod and Λ.
First some basic terminology: 1) a singular sector U ⊂ ∂ is an open interval bounded
by consecutive singular directions, 2) a half-period d is a sequence of consecutive singular
directions turning in a positive sense, consisting of the singular directions under some
(possibly ramified) sector of the form Sectd[0, pi/k), 3) the supersector Û of any singular
sector U is the sector Û = SectU(−pi/2k, pi/2k) (recalling (8)). Note Û is bounded by
Stokes directions and that the underlying singular directions make up a half-period. 4) If
d = (d1, . . . , dl) is a half-period, let d0 = dl− pi/k ∈ A and let θ(d) := (d0 + d1)/2 + pi/2k
be the bisecting direction of d (it is not a Stokes direction).
The “restrictions” of I, V, V 0 to Sectd(−α, α) (as in 3 of §4.4) are trivial so it makes
sense to compare the partial orders ≺d, <d (and thus the Stokes groups and the splitting
groups) defined at different points in such ramified sectors (using the transport in the
sector).
The key fact is that ≺d is extended by <e if e ∈ Sectd(−pi/2k, pi/2k). This implies
Stod ⊂ Λe for all e ∈ Sectd(−pi/2k, pi/2k).
Moreover any relation i <d j corresponds uniquely to a relation i ≺e j for a unique
e ∈ Sectd(−pi/2k, pi/2k). This implies, for any d ∈ ∂, that Λd is directly spanned by the
Stokes groups Stoe for e ∈ Sectd(−pi/2k, pi/2k):
Λd =
〈
Stoe
∣∣ e ∈ Sectd(−pi/2k, pi/2k) 〉⊕ .
Recall ([23] §14) that a group is “directly spanned” by a collection of subgroups if the
product map (in any fixed order) is an isomorphism (of spaces not necessarily of groups).
For example the Stokes groups in any half-period d directly span a full unipotent group
(the unipotent radical of a parabolic) Stod :=
〈
Stod
∣∣ d ∈ d〉⊕ ⊂ GL(V 0θ(d)). It follows
that Λθ(d) = Stod .
More generally if α+β < pi/k then Λd[−α, β] is directly spanned by the Stokes groups
in Sectd(β − pi/2k, pi/2k − α):
(18) Λd[−α, β] =
⋂
e∈Sectd[−α,β]
Λe =
〈
Stof
∣∣ f ∈ Sectd(β − pi/2k, pi/2k − α) 〉⊕ .
Conversely if d ∈ A let d+ be the half-period of singular directions in Sectd[0, pi/k) and
let d− be the half-period of singular directions in Sectd(−pi/k, 0] (the two half-periods
ending on d). Then
(19) Stod = Stod− ∩Stod+ = Λd(−pi/2k, pi/2k).
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12.2. Preferred splittings in the one level case. If d 6∈ A then (19) still holds, and
now says that Λd(−pi/2k, pi/2k) = {1}. If U is the singular sector containing d this is the
same as saying Λd(Û) = {1}, where Û is the supersector. Note that d ± pi/2k are not
Stokes directions—since they differ by pi/k their (total) dominance orderings are opposite,
and this is the reason the splitting group is trivial. This implies there is at most one
splitting on Û . A key point is that there is exactly one:
Proposition 26. If (V,Θ, F ) has just one level k and U ⊂ ∂ is a singular sector then
there is a unique splitting on the supersector Û = SectU(−pi/2k, pi/2k). Equivalently if
d ∈ ∂ \ A then Splitsd(−pi/2k, pi/2k) consists of exactly one point.
Proof. A direct proof is in [41] Lemme 5.1 (see also [3]). The result also follows for gen-
eral reasons: From the opposite filtrations at d± pi/2k it is easy to see what the grading
must be. Then one needs to check this grading splits the intermediate filtrations. However
the Bruhat decomposition implies the intermediate filtrations are uniquely determined by
the filtrations at the ends (since the permutations at the Stokes directions give a length
preserving decomposition of the order reversing permutation), cf. e.g. [28] p.106 (a2). 
Thus given a singular sector U there is a unique splitting on Û . Let ΦU ∈ Splits(U) be
the restriction of this splitting to U . These yield a Stokes grading, and it is unique:
Proposition 27. Suppose (V,Θ, F ) is a Stokes filtered local system indexed by I, and
I has just one level. Then there is unique Stokes graded local system (V,Θ,Γ) that is
compatible with F .
Proof. Let k denote the level, and let V 0 → ∂ be the associated graded. For each
singular sector U let ΦU ∈ Splits(U) ⊂ IsoU(V0,V) be the preferred splitting, from Prop.
26. To check that the Stokes conditions hold, note that if d ∈ A and U1, U2 are the adjacent
singular sectors then Û1 ∩ Û2 = Sectd(−pi/2k, pi/2k). Thus both splittings work on this
intersection so they are related by an element of the splitting group Λd(−pi/2k, pi/2k). By
(19) this group equals Stod, so the Stokes conditions hold.
Now to prove uniqueness, let U0 be a singular sector and let U1, U2, . . . , Um−1 = U−1
be the others, in a positive sense (indices modulo m). Let di be the negative edge of Ui
so Ui = Sect(di, di+1). Suppose Φi is a splitting on Ui for each i, and they satisfy the
Stokes conditions. We will show that Φ0 extends to a splitting on all of Û0, so Φ0 is the
restriction of the unique splitting there.
Write d = d0, e = d1 so U0 = Sect(d, e) and Û0 = Sect(d − pi/2k, e + pi/2k). Let
τ1, . . . , τr = e+ pi/2k be the Stokes directions in [e, e+ pi/2k], turning in a positive sense
from U0. It follows that τr−1 = d+ pi/2k. We will show inductively that Φ0 extends to a
splitting on (d, τj) for j = 1, . . . , r. If j = 1 then there is nothing to do (since splittings
always extend up to the next Stokes direction). Now assume Φ0 extends to a splitting on
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(d, τj) for some j < r. The aim is to show Φ0 extends across τj to a splitting on (d, τj+1).
Observe the following:
1) there is a splitting on (d, τj+1) (e.g. the unique splitting on Û0).
2) there is some index di ∈ [0, τj) such that Φi is a splitting in some (small) neighbour-
hood of τj (by Cor. 22, since τj will be in the closure of some Ui). Let d
+ be the set of
singular directions in the sector [e, τr−1), so di ∈ d+ and let Sto+ = 〈Stof
∣∣ f ∈ d+〉⊕. By
hypothesis Φi = Φ0S for some S ∈ Sto+.
3) by definition d+ ⊂ (d, τr−1) = (d, d+ pi/2k) so that (18) implies
Sto+ ⊂ Λ[d, d+ pi/2k] = Λ[d, τr−1] = Λ[d, τr)
where the last equality follows since Λ only changes at Stokes directions. In particular
since Λ[d, τr) ⊂ Λ[d, τj) this implies that Φ0S is a splitting on (d, τj) (since Φ0 is), and
so Φ0S is in fact a splitting on all of (d, τj+1) (as it equals the splitting Φi across τj).
Thus since S ∈ Λ[d, τr) ⊂ Λ(d, τj+1) it follows that Φ0 itself is a splitting on (d, τj+1),
completing the inductive step.
Thus, by induction, Φ0 is a splitting on (d, τr). Similarly going in the negative direc-
tion, Φ0 is a splitting on all of Û0, and so equals the unique splitting there. Repeating on
each singular sector yields the desired uniqueness statement. 
12.3. Preparation for the induction. In order to get the proof to work cleanly a
slightly more general context is needed, which will now be made explicit so as to clarify
the logic.
Natural quotients. If k is a positive rational number, let Ik ⊂ I be the sublocal
system of exponents of slope ≤ k, and let I(k) = I/Ik be the quotient local system. Thus
sections of I(k) can be represented by functions that can be expressed as finite sums of
the form q =
∑
aix
li for rational numbers li > k (where x = z
−1 for a local coordinate
z). In turn if I → ∂ is a finite subcover, let
J = I(k) = I/Ik.
This means that two local sections of I are identified if their difference has slope ≤ k. Note
that the maps I  J and J → ∂ are both finite covering maps, so there is a factorisation
I  J  ∂
of the cover I → ∂. Such covers J = I(k)→ ∂ will be called “natural quotients”. If l > k
one can repeat and define K = J(l) = J/I l = I(l), so that
I  J  K  ∂.
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Partitions of the fibres. Given a nested cover pi : I  J  ∂ (as above) then I
can be viewed as “graded” or partitioned by J . Namely each fibre Id of I is partitioned
into “parts” pi−1(j), indexed by j ∈ Jd (for any d ∈ ∂).
Canonical factorisation and fission tree. Thus for any natural quotient pi : I → ∂
(such that pi is not an isomorphism) there is a minimal rational number k ∈ Q such that
the map I  I(k) is not an isomorphism. Iterating, it follows that any finite subcover
I → ∂ has a canonical factorisation
(20) I  I(k1)  I(k2)  · · · I(kr−1)  I(kr)
∼=−→ ∂
where each ki is minimal so that the map I(ki−1)  I(ki) is not an isomorphism. The
numbers k1 < k2 · · · < kr are the levels (i.e. the adjoint slopes) of I. In particular the
sequence of degrees of the covers I(ki)→ ∂ is strictly decreasing. Sometimes this nested
sequence of covers (20) will be called the “three-dimensional fission tree” of I. (It is a
quite remarkable topological object canonically associated to any algebraic connection.)
If I is unramified then each map I(k) → ∂ is a trivial finite cover, and then the three-
dimensional fission tree is just the product of the circle ∂ with the (two-dimensional)
fission tree attached to I (the rooted tree described in [12] Apx. C). Indeed if we quotient
by the action rotating the circle a tree becomes visible: if a coordinate is chosen, I/∂ can
be identified with a finite subset {q1, . . . , qn} of xC[x] (or more precisely as a multiset).
In turn (I(k)/∂) ⊂ xC[x] can be defined by deleting all monomials of each qi of degree
≤ k, yielding the map I(k)  I(l) for any l > k. Thus the quotient of (20) by the circle
is visibly a tree with leaves I/∂ and root I(kr)/∂ = {∗}:
(21) I/∂  I(k1)/∂  · · · I(kr)/∂ = {∗}.
The picture on the title page corresponds to a simple twisted case (related to the irregular
class 〈x5/2〉 at∞ of the linear equation whose isomonodromic deformations yield the first
Painleve´ equation). The reader is invited to draw (or at least imagine) the analogous
picture in a case with several levels (iterated fission).
Data attached to natural quotients. Natural quotients J = I(k) behave just like
finite subcovers of I. In particular the dominance ordering descends to the fibres of J in
the obvious way and then Stokes directions, singular directions, levels, Stokes arrows etc
of J → ∂ are well-defined. In turn the notion of “Stokes filtered local system indexed by
J” is well-defined. Indeed we could choose a component of I in each equivalence class so
as to get an embedding J ↪→ I, and thus identify J itself as a finite subcover (for example
by forgetting all the terms of order ≤ k with respect to some coordinate). Then all the
data attached to J is the same as that which arises by viewing J as a finite subcover
(independent of the choice of embedding). In this way the notion of a natural quotient
is a mild generalisation of a finite subcover of I (since we don’t want to choose such an
embedding), and we don’t need to worry about the fact that J is not canonically a finite
subcover of I.
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Partially graded Stokes filtered local systems. Suppose V → ∂ is a J-graded
local system. Then the dominance ordering determined by J determines the associated
filtration, yielding a Stokes filtered local system (V,F(V )) indexed by J . This will be
called the tautological Stokes filtration.
Now suppose pi : I → J is a natural quotient. A “Stokes filtered local system indexed
by I → J” is a pair (V, F ) where V is a J-graded local system and (V, F ) is a Stokes
filtered local system indexed by I, and they are compatible in the sense that each I-
filtration Fd refines the J-filtration F(V )d. In particular each local I-grading
⊕
Id
Vd(i)
(in the definition of (V, F )), is a refinement of the J-grading:
Vd(j) =
⊕
i∈pi−1(j)
Vd(i)
for all j ∈ Jd. For clarity this will sometimes be called a “partially graded Stokes filtered
local system”. For example if J = ∂ then this is just a Stokes filtered local system
indexed by I. At the other extreme, if I = J it is just an I-graded local system (with its
tautological Stokes filtration). Some natural examples will appear in the next subsection.
Since the exponents in different graded pieces do not interact it is natural to define the
“levels of I → J” to be the slopes of local sections qi − qj where i, j are in the same part
of I. This means that the levels of I → I(k) are the levels of I that are ≤ k. Thus in
the factorisation (20) each map I(ki)→ I(ki+1) just has one level, equal to ki (including
I → I(k1)). In turn the Stokes directions, singular directions, Stokes arrows etc of I → J
are well-defined. For example the Stokes arrows I→ J are the subset of I × I given by
the pairs (qi, qj) where i, j are in the same part of Id and d is a point of maximal decay
for qi − qj. The corresponding singular directions are denoted A(I→J).
Similarly a “Stokes graded local system (V,Γ) indexed by I → J”, consists of a J-
graded local system V , plus an I-grading Γd of Vd that refines the J grading, for each
d ∈ ∂ \ A(I → J), and satisfies the Stokes conditions.
If I→ J just has one level and (V, F ) is indexed by I → J then Prop. 27 cannot be
applied blindly to see there is a unique compatible Stokes grading, since 1) J may have
monodromy, and 2) the dominance orders of Id are not necessarily opposite at the ends
of a supersector (but they are in each part). However it is clear preferred gradings exist:
given a singular sector U , consider one sheet of J on U and the corresponding part of
I—upon restriction to the supersector Û , Prop. 26 can then be applied to give a unique
splitting. Then repeat for each sheet of J . Then the proof of Prop. 27 works verbatim to
show this gives a Stokes grading and that there are no others, yielding:
Proposition 28. Suppose I → J just has one level and (V, F ) is a Stokes filtered local
system indexed by I → J . Then there is unique Stokes graded local system (V,Γ) indexed
by I → J , that is compatible with F .
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Stokes groups by level. Suppose I → J = I(ki). If V is I-graded and d ∈ ∂ then
the three Stokes groups:
Stod(I), Stod(J), Stod(I→J) ⊂ GL(Vd)
are well defined.
Lemma 29. The groups Stod(J), Stod(I → J) are subgroups of Stod(I) (with Stod(J)
being a normal subgroup) and they directly span it in any order. In other words there is
a semidirect product decomposition:
(22) Stod(I) = Stod(I → J)oStod(J).
Indeed there is a parabolic subgroup P ⊂ GL(Vd) with Levi decomposition P = H · U
such that Stod(I) ⊂ P and Stod(I → J) = Stod(I) ∩H and Stod(J) = Stod(I) ∩ U . Here
H is the automorphism group of the J-grading of Vd (not the I-grading).
Iterating as much as possible (as in (20)) this gives the level decomposition of the
Stokes groups, i.e. the direct spanning deomposition:
(23) Stod(I) = 〈 Stokd(I)
∣∣ k is a level of I 〉⊕
where Stokd(I) is the level k Stokes group, i.e. the subgroup corresponding to the level k
Stokes arrows, i.e. the arrows i ≺d j such that qi − qj has slope k. The decomposition
(22) corresponds to taking the arrows of level ≤ ki (to give Stod(I → J)) and the arrows
of level > ki (to give Stod(J)).
Partial associated gradeds. Suppose (V, F ) is a Stokes filtered local system indexed
by I → K with K = I(l). Choose k < l and let J = I(k) so that I → J → K → ∂. Then
two new Stokes filtered local systems indexed by J → K and by I → J respectively, can
be defined, as follows.
First define a filtration F (k) indexed by J on V :
F
(k)
d (j) =
∑
i∈j
Fd(i) (where j ∈ Jd so j ⊂ Id).
Lemma 30. (V, F (k)) is a Stokes filtered local system indexed by J → K.
Proof. Given a local splitting (grading) of (V, F ) indexed by I, we can collapse the
grading to be indexed by J . Then F (k) is the associated filtration indexed by J . 
Now let V k = Gr(V, F (k)) be the corresponding associated graded local system. It is a
J-graded local system. Let F k be the filtration on the fibres of V k induced by F .
Lemma 31. (V k, F k) is a Stokes filtered local system indexed by I → J , and its associated
graded is canonically isomorphic to Gr(V, F ) (as I-graded local systems).
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Proof. We will drop the point d ∈ ∂ from the notation. By definition V k(j) =
F (k)(j)/F (k)(< j) =
∑
i∈j F (i)/
∑
i<j F (i) where i ∈ I and i < j means there is some
j′ < j with i ∈ j. Write pij : F (k)(j)  V k(j) for the natural projection. Then for all
i ∈ I, j ∈ J :
F k(i) =
⊕
j∈J
F k(i) ∩ V k(j) where F k(i) ∩ V k(j) = pij(F (i) ∩ F (k)(j)).
As above, a local splitting (grading) of (V, F ) indexed by I, will induce a local splitting of
(V, F (k)), and thus a local isomorphism with its associated graded (V k,F(V k)) (with its
tautological filtration indexed by J). This gives a local I-grading of V k and F k is the as-
sociated filtration, thereby showing it satisfies the Stokes conditions (when we start with
a local grading across a Stokes direction). The isomorphism of the associated gradeds is
left as an exercise. 
Completing the proof. The main result, Thm 24, is a special case of the more general
statement: Any Stokes filtered local system (V,Θ, F ) indexed by I → K admits a unique
Stokes grading Γ, such that F is the Stokes filtration associated to Γ.
In turn this can be proved by induction on the number of levels of I → K. The one level
case is Prop. 28. If (V, F ) has more than one level choose J = I(k) so that I → J → K
and both of I → J and J → K have fewer levels. Then (V, F (k)) and (V k, F k) both have
unique Stokes splittings by induction. Composing these gives a splitting of (V, F ) on each
singular sector. The level decomposition (22),(23) of the Stokes groups implies these are
a Stokes grading. Again by the decomposition of the Stokes groups, any other Stokes
splitting will give a splitting of the two pieces, and thus equal the previous one (by the
uniqueness of the lower level splittings). This completes the proof.
It is visually helpful to draw the punctured disk model of the Stokes local system,
decomposing each tangential puncture radially into several tangential punctures (one
for each level, supported by the corresponding components of the Stokes groups), as in
[16]§7.2. Then the direct spanning decompositions (22),(23) amount to factorising loops
around these decomposed tangential punctures (this amounts to nesting one level fission
spaces as in [16, 22], and reflects the Gevrey filtration [46, 45] as already mentioned).
12.4. Fully faithfullness. Here we will prove fully faithfulness, which hinges on the
following proposition. Recall that 〈0〉 ⊂ I is the tame circle.
Proposition 32. Let (V, F ) be a Stokes filtered local system indexed by I → ∂ and let Γ be
the unique compatible Stokes grading. Suppose v is a section of V on ∂, and v(d) ∈ Fd〈0〉
for all d ∈ ∂ \ S. Then v(d) ∈ Γd〈0〉 for all d ∈ ∂ \ A. Consequently (by Lemma 4) v
extends uniquely to a section of Gr(V, F )〈0〉 (the tame piece of the associated graded local
system).
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The following corollary shows how the topological picture encodes the fact that if a
solution has exponential decay in some direction then it will have exponential growth
somewhere else (moderate global solutions cannot decay exponentially anywhere).
Corollary 33. Suppose v, (V, F ) satisfy the hypotheses of Prop. 32. If there exists d ∈
∂ \ S and i ∈ Id such that i <d 〈0〉 and v(d) ∈ Fd(i), then v = 0.
Proof (of corollary). One of the gradings Γ will split F across d. 
Corollary 34. The following two subspaces of H0(V, ∂) are equal:
H0((V,Γ), ∂) := {v ∈ H0(V, ∂) ∣∣ v(d) ∈ Γd〈0〉 for all d ∈ ∂ \ A},
H0((V, F ), ∂) := {v ∈ H0(V, ∂) ∣∣ v(d) ∈ Fd〈0〉 for all d ∈ ∂ \ S}
and moreover this common vector space embeds naturally in the space H0(Gr(V, F )〈0〉, ∂)
of sections of the tame component of the associated graded local system.
Proof. It is clear that the first space is contained in the second. The reverse inclusion
follows from Prop. 32, as does the inclusion in H0(Gr(V, F )〈0〉, ∂). 
Corollary 35. The functor ϕ taking a Stokes graded local system to the associated Stokes
filtered local system is fully faithful.
Proof. Using the internal hom, this comes down to showing that H0((V,Γ), Σ̂) = H0((V, F ), Σ̂)
as subspaces of H0(V, Σ̂), for any Stokes graded local system (V,Γ), where (V, F ) =
ϕ(V,Γ). This follows from Prop. 32 as in Cor. 34. 
Proof (of Prop. 32). First replace I by I ∪ 〈0〉 (to avoid a separate argument ruling out
the case with 〈0〉 absent—it will follow that v is zero then). We will prove (by induction
on the number of levels) the more general statement with I → ∂ replaced by I → J .
First suppose I → J just has one level (and 〈0〉 is present in both I and J).
Its enough to prove that if v(d) ∈ Fd(i) for some d ∈ ∂ \ S and i ∈ Id with i <d 〈0〉,
then v = 0. (Indeed if this holds then v ∈ Fd〈0〉 will imply v ∈ Γd〈0〉.)
Write ∂ \ S = U0 ∪U1 ∪ · · · ∪Um−1 and suppose d ∈ U0. Choose i <d 〈0〉 minimal in Id
so that v ∈ Fd(i). Let c = c(i) ∈ N be the number of Stokes directions one needs to cross
(in a positive sense) before the dominance ordering between i and 〈0〉 changes (possibly
going around the circle several times). If we pass to U1 and i does not cross 〈0〉, possibly
another index j may replace i (as the minimal index so that v ∈ Fd(j)), but in any case
the number c will decrease by at least 1:
Lemma 36. If j <d i <d 〈0〉 in U0 and i <d j <d 〈0〉 in U1 then c(j) ≤ c(i).
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Proof. Since there is only one level k the dominance order of each pair in i, j, 〈0〉 changes
every pi/k. Thus if j crosses above i then j will cross 0 before i does. 
Thus after a finite number of steps there is a Stokes direction τ where the minimal
index i will change dominance with 〈0〉. Choosing a local splitting of the Stokes filtrations
across τ , we see that if v is nonzero then v 6∈ F 〈0〉 on the other side of τ . Thus v is zero.
The general statement can now be deduced. If (V, F ) is indexed by I → K with > 1
levels, then as before there is a factorisation I → J → K, and (V, F (k)) indexed by
J → K, and (V k, F k) indexed by I → J , both with fewer levels. Given a section v of
V with v(d) ∈ Fd〈0〉 then v(d) ∈ F (k)d 〈0〉, so we can apply the inductive hypothesis to
(V, F (k)). Thus v takes values in the tame piece of the Stokes grading Γ(k) of V (that splits
F (k)), and extends uniquely to a section of the tame component of the associated graded,
i.e. V k〈0〉. Thus we get a section of V k, and by the original hypothesis it lives in the piece
F kd 〈0〉 of the induced filtration. Thus we can apply the inductive hypothesis to (V k, F k)
and see that v takes values in the tame piece of its Stokes grading Γk and extends uniquely
to a section of the tame component of the associated graded, Gr(V k, F k) = Gr(V, F ). This
is the desired statement (since Γk gives Γ once we use view the splitting Γ(k) as giving a
local isomorphism V k ∼= V ). 
13. Wild character varieties and moduli problems
This section will review the main implications for the wild character varieties (consid-
ered in the generic case in [7, 35, 9] and in general in [16, 22], using the local theory of
[38]). Fix a smooth complex projective curve Σ and some marked points a ⊂ Σ. Write
Σ◦ = Σ \ a.
13.1. Tame character varieties. This section will quickly run through the theory of
tame character varieties, as a model before discussing the wild case. Let LocSys be the
category of local systems of finite dimensional complex vector spaces (on the topological
surface underlying Σ◦). Each such local system has an invariant, its rank. Let LocSys(n)
be the groupoid of local systems of rank n (so that isomorphisms are the only maps
considered).
The set of isomorphism classes in LocSys(n) appears as the set of orbits of a complex
reductive group on an affine variety, as follows. Choose a basepoint b ∈ Σ◦ then LocSys(n)
is equivalent to the category of rank n modules for the group pi1(Σ
◦, b) (taking a local
system to its monodromy representation). Recall that a framed local system is a local
system V equipped with a framing at b, i.e. a basis φ : Cn → Vb of the fibre at b. The
representation variety
Rn = Hom(pi1(Σ◦, b),GLn(C))
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is the set of isomorphism classes of framed rank n local systems. Choosing a presentation
of pi1(Σ
◦, b) makes it clear that Rn is an affine variety (replace the generators by elements
of GLn(C) in the relation). Changing the framing corresponds to the conjugation action
of G = GLn(C) on Rn, and it follows that the set of isomorphism classes in LocSys(n) is
in bijection with the set of G orbits in the affine variety Rn.
The character stack Mn is the stack theoretic quotient of Rn by G, whereas the char-
acter varietyMn is the affine geometric invariant theory quotient of Rn by G, i.e. Mn is
the variety associated to the ring
C[Rn]G
of G-invariant functions on the affine variety Rn. This ring is finitely generated since G
is reductive.
It is well-known that Mn has an algebraic Poisson structure with symplectic leaves
given by fixing the isomorphism class of the local system in a small punctured disk around
each puncture (this is the same as fixing the conjugacy class of monodromy around each
puncture).
13.2. Wild character varieties. The definition of the wild character varieties now fol-
lows a similar pattern. Let SLocSys be the category of Stokes local systems associated
to Σ, a. To simplify the presentation suppose a consists of just one point. The general
case is in [16, 22].
Each such Stokes local system has an invariant, its irregular class. Let SLocSys(Θ) be
the groupoid of Stokes local systems of class Θ (so that isomorphisms are the only maps
considered). In particular this fixes its rank, n = rk(Θ).
The set of isomorphism classes in SLocSys(Θ) appears as the set of orbits of a complex
reductive group on an affine variety, as follows. (This will then yield the wild character
variety MΘ of the irregular curve Σ = (Σ, a,Θ).)
Let Σ˜ ⊂ Σ̂ be the auxiliary curve determined by the irregular class Θ (removing
a tangential puncture near each singular direction). Choose a basepoint b ∈ ∂ then
SLocSys(Θ) embeds in the category of rank n modules for the group Π := pi1(Σ˜, b) (the
wild surface group). A framed Stokes local system is a Stokes local system V equipped
with a framing at b, i.e. an isomorphism φ : F → Vb of graded vector spaces, where
F = CΘ :=
⊕
i∈Ib C
Θ(i) is the standard fibre—a graded vector space of dimension Θ, so
that F(i) = CΘ(i).
The naive wild representation variety is the space Hom(Π, G) where G = GL(F) ∼=
GLn(C). Each framed Stokes local system determines a point of Hom(Π, G) and it is easy
to characterise the subvariety of Stokes representations (the wild representation variety)
RΘ = HomS(Π, G) ⊂ Hom(Π, G)
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where the monodromy of Stokes local systems lives (reflecting the facts that the mon-
odromy around ∂ should be the monodromy of a graded local system, and the Stokes
conditions, that monodromy around each tangential puncture should land in the corre-
sponding Stokes group). This will be spelt out below.
In this way RΘ = HomS(Π, G) is the set of isomorphisms classes of framed Stokes
local systems of class Θ. Choosing a presentation of Π makes it clear that RΘ is an
affine variety (since the Stokes groups are affine too). Changing the framing corresponds
to the conjugation action of H = GrAut(F) ⊂ G on RΘ, and it follows that the set of
isomorphism classes in SLocSys(Θ) is in bijection with the set of H orbits in the affine
variety RΘ. Thus this key fact still persists in the wild case.
Similarly a framing of a Stokes filtered local system (V, F,Θ) is a graded isomorphism
φ : F → Gr(V, F )b, and a framing of a Stokes graded local system (V,Γ,Θ) is a graded
isomorphism φ : F → (V,Γb), taking the median grading if b is a singular direction. The
main result of this paper then implies the following statement:
Corollary 37. The wild representation variety RΘ = HomS(Π, G) parameterises the set
of isomorphism classes of:
• Framed Stokes filtered local systems of class Θ, and also of
• Framed Stokes graded local systems of class Θ, and also of
• Framed Stokes local systems of class Θ.
Note this corollary also follows from the local result in [38] after some identifications.
In turn the wild character stack MΘ is the stack theoretic quotient ofRΘ by H, whereas
the wild character variety MΘ is the affine geometric invariant theory quotient of RΘ by
H, i.e. MΘ is the variety associated to the ring
C[RΘ]H
of H-invariant functions on the affine variety RΘ. This ring is finitely generated since H
is reductive. Stability for the action of H has been analysed in [16].
Results of [8, 9, 11, 13, 16, 22] show that the wild character varietyMΘ has an algebraic
Poisson structure with symplectic leaves given by fixing the isomorphism class of the
graded local system in the halo (this is the same as fixing a twisted conjugacy class for
the group H, cf. [22]). This generalises the tame case, where there are no tangential
punctures, and the grading is trivial (everything is graded by the tame circle 〈0〉).
Here is how to define the subvariety HomS(Π, G) ⊂ Hom(Π, G). Let ρ̂∂ : Ib → Ib be the
monodromy of the active exponents I → ∂ (in a positive sense), and let ρ : Π → GL(F)
be the monodromy of a Stokes local system V of class Θ.
1) Due to the I-grading of V on ∂, the monodromy satisfies
(24) ρ∂(F(i)) = F(ρ̂∂(i))
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for all i ∈ Ib.
If d ∈ A let α be any path in ∂ from b to d, and let γd be the simple loop based at d going
out to e(d) around it in a positive sense and then back to d. Then let ηd = α
−1 ◦ γd ◦ α
be the corresponding loop based at b. Let Stod ⊂ GL(F) be the group obtained by
transporting Stod ⊂ GL(Vd) along α to b and then to GL(F) via the framing.
2) The Stokes conditions then say that
(25) ρ(ηd) ∈ Stod
for all such d and α.
The subvariety HomS(Π, G) ⊂ Hom(Π, G) is cut out by these two conditions. By
choosing generators of Π this is easily made completely explicit, and yields the Birkhoff
type presentations of the wild character variety, as the quotient by H of the fibre at 1 of
a map of the form
G2g ×H(∂)× Sto→ G; (A,B, h,S) 7→
(
g∏
1
[Ai, Bi]
)
hSr · · ·S2S1
where [A,B] = ABA−1B−1, Sto ⊂ Gr is a product of Stokes groups and
H(∂) = {h ∈ G ∣∣ h(F(i)) = F(ρ̂∂(i)) for all i ∈ Ib}
is the twist of H consisting of elements satisfying the relation (24). See [16] equation (37)
(and [22]) for the multipoint case—the generic case in genus zero is in [35] (2.46), closely
related to that of Birkhoff [7] §15. These presentations motivated the TQFT approach
to meromorphic connections [9, 11, 13, 16, 22] where such quotients are shown to be
multiplicative symplectic quotients, and thus have natural symplectic/Poisson structures.
Remark 38. The full story involves adding tame (Levelt–Simpson) filtrations as well, and
the resulting wild character varieties will not in general be affine (the case here corresponds
to having trivial Betti weights, denoted φ in [20], γ in [5], β in [52]).
Remark 39. In general [16, 22], in order to fit well with the group-valued moment map
approach, the group Π is usually replaced by the fundamental groupoid Π1(Σ˜, β) where
β ⊂ Σ˜ consists of one point in each component circle of ∂. Beware that a different
groupoid was used earlier (in [9] p.160) to encode Stokes data.
Remark 40. The Stokes decompositions and wild monodromy/Stokes local system don’t
seem to have been used in the linear setting beyond the curve case, so these approaches
may well simplify and render more explicit existing approaches (cf. [24]). New examples
of such wild character varieties seem lacking.
13.3. Wild nonabelian periods/wild Wilson loops. Functions on RΘ invariant un-
der the action of H may be constructed as follows. In the tame case, one would just take
the trace of the monodromy around loops in the surface. In general one can take the wild
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monodromy, i.e. the monodromy of the Stokes local system along wild loops, i.e. loops
in Σ˜. Moreover if the wild loop is based in ∂ then the fibre is graded so there are more
invariants than just the trace (one only needs to quotient by the graded automorphisms).
Let K = K(Ib) be the complete quiver with nodes Ib. This has a loop at each node
and a directed edge in each direction between each pair of distinct nodes. Thus if V is
any Ib-graded vector space then End(V ) is the same as the space Rep(K,V ) of quiver
representations of K on V :
End(V ) = Rep(K,V ).
Any cycle (i.e. a loop) C in K determines an H-invariant function
φC : Rep(K,V )→ C
by taking the trace of the composition of the maps along the edges in the cycle C. Here
H = GrAut(V ). Now given ρ ∈ RΘ = HomS(Π,GL(F)) and a loop γ ∈ Π, i.e. a loop in
Σ˜ based at b then ρ(γ) ∈ GL(F) ⊂ End(F) = Rep(K,F). Thus there is an H-invariant
function
(26) φC,γ : RΘ → C; ρ 7→ φC(ρ(γ))
for each choice of cycle C in K and wild loop γ ∈ Π. Of course given a Stokes local
system V with irregular class Θ there is no need to discuss framings, and one can just
work with the graded vector space Vb; A Stokes representation ρ̂ ∈ HomS(Π,GL(Vb)) is
intrinsically defined and this is enough to construct numbers φC,γ(ρ̂) that depend only on
the isomorphism class of V. (Of course these numbers are invariants of the corresponding
connection too.)
Appendix A. Analytic black boxes
For completeness this section gives a quick review of the analytic results used to define
the topological data (or to show they have the desired properties). The analytic results will
be presented/used as black boxes, and aren’t used elsewhere in this article. The different
approaches to Stokes data arise from the use of different analytic tools. One particular
aim is to show how the abstract/intrinsic language used here encapsulates what most
authors actually do when defining monodromy/Stokes data.
A.1. Cauchy and local systems. Let (E,∇) → Σ◦ be an algebraic connection on an
algebraic vector bundle E on Σ◦. Thus ∇ is an operator ∇ : E → E ⊗ Ω1 which is a
C-linear map of sheaves, satisfying the Leibniz rule ∇(fv) = (df)v + f∇(v) for any local
section v and function f . For example take E = Cn × Σ◦ to be trivial and Σ◦ ⊂ C to be
the complement of a finite number of points in the complex plane, and ∇ = d− Bdz for
any algebraic map B : Σ◦ → gln(C). The basic existence/uniqueness theorem for systems
of linear ODEs implies the following.
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Theorem 41. If ∆ ⊂ Σ◦ is a disk then the space
V (∆) = {v ∈ H0(Ean,∆) ∣∣ ∇(v) = 0}
of analytic solutions of (E,∇) on ∆ is a finite dimensional complex vector space, and the
map
V (∆)→ Eb; v 7→ v(b)
to the fibre of E at b, is a linear isomorphism for any b ∈ ∆.
Proof. Choose a local trivialisation of Ean (the analytic vector bundle determined by
E) on ∆ and a coordinate z on ∆, so V (∆) becomes identified with the holomorphic maps
v : ∆ → Cn such that dv/dz = Bv for some matrix of holomorphic functions B on ∆
(so that the connection is d − Bdz). Now use the existence/uniqueness theorem for this
system of linear ODEs. 
This analytic fact defines the local system V → Σ◦ of solutions of (E,∇).
A.2. Stokes filtrations and the local asymptotic existence theorem. Given the
local system V → Σ◦ of solutions of (E,∇), the n-dimensional vector space Vd is well-
defined for any d ∈ ∂ (see §4.3).
The Stokes filtration in Vd is defined by looking for the subspace of recessive solutions,
i.e. those with maximal exponential decay (or least growth), in some algebraic triviali-
sation of E across the pole. Then quotient Vd by the subspace of recessive solutions and
iterate to get the filtration. The fact that this process works, and the result is a Stokes
filtration, follows from the local asymptotic existence theorem (in turn this uses the for-
mal classification of meromorphic connections). In general, given d ∈ ∂ and q ∈ Id the
corresponding piece Fd(q) ⊂ Vd of the Stokes filtration is made up of the solutions v ∈ Vd
such that v/ exp(q) has at most moderate growth at 0 in some open sector containing d.
Choose a small disk ∆ ⊂ Σ containing a marked point a. Choose a coordinate z on ∆
vanishing at a and a local trivialisation of E, so that
∇ = d− A, A =
∞∑
−N
Aiz
idz
where Ai ∈ gln(C) and the series is convergent.
For simplicity suppose ∇ is unramified (the general case follows by descent). Then the
formal classification implies that there is F̂ ∈ GLn(C((z))) such that
A = F̂ [A0] = F̂A0F̂−1 + (dF̂ )F̂−1 where A0 = dQ+ Λdz/z, Q = diag(q1, . . . , qn).
Here Q is an irregular type, with qi ∈ z−1C[z−1], and Λ ∈ gln(C) is a constant matrix
that commutes with Q.
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Thus F̂ is a formal isomorphism taking ∇0 to ∇, where ∇0 = d − A0 (often called
the formal normal form). The irregular class is given by the 〈qi〉 with their multiplicities
(each is a trivial cover of the circle ∂). The general result is that one can always pass to
a cyclic cover (tr = z) and then get such a formal normal form upstairs.
The local asymptotic existence theorem (cf. [57] Thm. 19.1) says that any direction d ∈
∂ has a (small) open neighbourhood U ⊂ ∂ on which there exists an analytic isomorphism
F taking ∇0 to ∇, that is asymptotic at zero to F̂ in U .
The topological interpretation is as follows:
1) ∇0 = d − A0 is a graded connection, it breaks up into a direct sum of connections
indexed by the set z−1C[z−1] of unramified irregular classes. Thus its solutions form a
graded local system V 0 (on a germ of a punctured disc, or equivalently on ∂).
2) The local asymptotic existence theorem gives local isomorphisms between V 0 and V
(on ∂). Since V 0 is graded, this gives local gradings of V . These gradings are not intrinsic,
but the associated filtrations are completely intrinsic, and moreover the condition for the
existence of such local gradings splitting the filtrations gives a way to axiomatise the
filtrations. This is Deligne’s idea [25] yielding the Stokes filtrations and the axioms for
Stokes filtered local systems.
3) The associated graded local system Gr(V )→ ∂ of the Stokes filtration is intrinsically
defined. The choice of ∇0 determines a graded local system V 0 (its solutions), and the
choice of a formal isomorphism F̂ then uniquely determines an isomorphism V 0 → Gr(V )
of graded local systems (induced by any such local analytic isomorphism F ). This gives
a bijection between the set of such F̂ and such graded isomorphisms (the categories of
formal connections and graded local systems are equivalent [25]).
Remark 42. If instead one chooses an open cover of ∂ and such a local isomorphism F
on each open set, and examines how they differ on two-fold overlaps, one gets to the
Malgrange–Sibuya cohomological approach [39, 50]. This amounts to taking the coho-
mology class classifying the sheaf of torsors determined by the sets Splitsd of splittings.
A.3. Summation and preferred bases. The general Stokes approach comes from an
apparently stronger analytic existence theorem [2], involving multisummation in general
(which generalises k-summation, and in turn Borel summation).
In the set-up above with ∇ = F̂ [∇0] this says that there are a finite number of singular
directions A ⊂ ∂ and a preferred analytic isomorphism FU ∈ IsoU(∇0,∇) canonically
determined by F̂ on each singular sector U ⊂ ∂.
In particular, given the choice of a solution w of ∇0 on U then F̂w is a formal solution
of ∇, and the theorem implies this determines a preferred solution FUw of ∇. In other
words formal solutions determine preferred analytic solutions. This is the form of the
result discovered by Stokes (in the examples related to the Airy and Bessel equations).
Stokes used optimal truncation rather than Borel summation, but one can check the
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preferred solutions he specified (for each formal solution) are the same as those one gets
from Borel summation.
1) On any singular sector U the element FU ∈ Iso(∇0,∇) yields a grading of the local
system V of solutions of ∇ (since ∇0 is graded). The key remark to make then is that
this is the Stokes grading, and it depends only on ∇ (and not the choice of F̂,∇0).
2) V, V 0 and the gluing maps FU make up a Stokes local system with gluing maps.
This Stokes local system is isomorphic to the canonical Stokes local system (determined
by the Stokes gradings in 1) via the converse part of §9), once V 0 is identifed with the
canonical graded local system via the choice of F̂ (via 3) of §A.2 and Rmk 25)
In particular the corresponding Stokes representations will be isomorphic. This is
good to know since these Stokes local systems are the ones used in practice (via choices
of normal forms at each pole).
Note that the equivalence between Stokes gradings and Stokes filtrations, implies that
the analytic results of §A.2 and §A.3 are in fact algebraically equivalent.
A.4. Intuitive way to understand Borel summation etc. Consider the following
quite familiar statement:
(27)
Sometimes a power series determines a holomorphic
function outside of its domain of convergence.
Indeed one can just consider the power series at zero of the function 1/(1 − x). This
has a pole at x = 1 so the series has radius of convergence 1, yet clearly the function
defined by the power series can be analytically continued outside the unit disk (avoiding
1). Similarly the power series at zero for 1/
√
1− x defines a holomorphic function in the
unit disk, however now the branch of the function obtained outside the unit disk depends
on which side of the point x = 1 one takes: for example at x = 2 one may get either sign
in ±i depending on the path taken. One can readily cook up more examples with more
singular directions on the unit circle, and in turn examples with arbitrarily small radius
of convergence.
The key point (to intuitively understand Borel summation etc) is that the statement
(27) may hold even if the series has radius of convergence zero. Indeed this is precisely
what Borel summation does: away from the singular directions a holomorphic function
is determined, and something like a different branch of the same function appears if a
different direction is used, on the other side of a singular direction.
This interpretation is in Stokes’ paper [53]. Stokes viewed the singular directions as
limits of the singular points in the example above, as the radius of convergence goes to
zero. Since we are working topologically we can pull these singularities slightly out of
the pole, and thus define the tangential punctures (this is justified by the fact that an
equivalence of categories can be proved).
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The fact that any formal series solution of a linear differential equation is multi-
summable (and the singular directions are easy to determine) is remarkable. Multisumma-
tion is a morphism of differential algebras and so formal solutions sum to actual solutions.
In fact Stokes worked with optimal truncation, not the Borel sum, so another puzzle
is how to relate them. For this consider another familiar statement:
(28)
Sometimes the partial sum of a power series differs from the full sum
by less than the modulus of the first term omitted
This leads to “optimal truncation”: stopping the sum at the smallest term, and using
that to approximate the actual sum. Stokes applied this to a divergent series and in this
way was able to detect the preferred solutions. This application can be justified since,
in the cases where Stokes applied it, the statement (28) is true provided one replaces
“full sum” by “Borel sum” (cf. [58] p.219). Thus the optimal truncation used by Stokes
approximates the Borel sum in much the same way that optimal truncation approximates
the usual sum in the case of a convergent series. The difference in the divergent case is
that there are singular directions, and the Borel sums on each side of a singular direction
are not analytic continuations of each other across the direction. These are the singular
directions detected by Stokes.
Acknowledgments. The whole philosophy of deferral of choices, to set up an intrinsic
topological approach, is no doubt due to Deligne—the approaches to Stokes decompo-
sitions and Stokes local systems here are leveraged from his approach to the Stokes fil-
trations (and their associated graded local systems). The Stokes local systems (or wild
local systems) arose from the desire to remove the basepoints in Ramis’ wild fundamental
group [43], as well, of course, from the desire to define the local system whose monodromy
yields the explicit presentation given by Birkhoff [7] (and [35]). The author lectured on
the three main paradigms described here at the Aberdeen ARTIN meeting in March 2018
and the Timisoara GaP meeting in May 2018, and this helped clarify the presentation.
The picture on the title page first appeared in [19].
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